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Abstract

Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicates with molecular sieving properties and are widely used in industrial applications such as catalysis, sorption and ion-exchange. Zeolite membranes are highly interesting due to their capability to continuously separate molecules under severe conditions. The MFI zeolite structure has suitable pore diameter for many applications, and its thermal and chemical stability is high. In order to obtain high performance MFI membranes, a thin and defect free film is needed for high flux and high selectivity.

In this thesis, parameters affecting quality of zeolite membranes have been investigated. Different MFI-zeolite membranes were prepared using seed crystals and hydrothermal synthesis. Thereafter, membranes were characterized using scanning electron microscopy, single gas permeation measurements, porosimetry and separation experiments. The effect of grain boundaries was investigated by preparing membranes with small crystal size. It was found that a high amount of grain boundaries reduced the quality of the membranes. In another study, the effect of exposure to aqueous solutions was found to increase the amount of non-zeolitic pores in the membrane, and thus it decreased the quality of the membrane. However, no such effect was found for ethanol that was identified as a safe rinsing media. Membranes with different Si/Al ratio were also prepared and evaluated. It was observed that the Si/Al ratio of a MFI membrane influences the performance of the membrane. It was found that an increase of aluminium makes the membrane more polar which leads to an improved adsorption of, and selectivity for polar molecules. The effect of support invasion was also evaluated and the regularity and extension of the support invasion was observed to affect membrane quality. The effect of heating rate during calcination was investigated and no correlation between heating rate and membrane quality was observed. Calcination of membranes was studied in-situ by high temperature synchrotron radiation and a model for crack formation was postulated.

In summary, this work has shown that in order to obtain high quality membranes, the amount of grain boundaries, the film thickness and support invasion should be controlled.
To obtain the best performance of the membranes the Si/Al ratio should be chosen with respect to the application. Finally, water exposure affects the lifetime of the MFI membranes in certain applications.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Zeolites are porous crystalline aluminosilicates and are widely used in applications such as catalysts in the refining of petroleum or as ion exchangers in detergents. Zeolite membranes are commercially interesting due to the potential ability to separate molecules in continuous processes in industry. Advantages compared to other membrane types are high flux and selectivity due to well-defined pores and thermal and chemical stability. In high quality membranes the zeolite film must be thin for high flux and free from defects for high selectivity. To achieve high quality membranes, parameters controlling the properties of zeolite membranes must be understood.

1.2 Scope of the present work

In the present work, the influence of various parameters on quality of MFI type zeolite membranes is investigated. The aim is to understand how these parameters and processes effect membrane morphology and/or performance, and thus the quality of MFI membranes. The effect of the following parameters and processes were investigated:

- Crystal size in the film
- Exposure to aqueous solutions and ethanol
- Zeolite deposition in the support pores, so called support invasion
- The thermal expansion during calcination
- Calcination rate
- Si/Al ratio in the MFI film
- Film thickness
2

Molecular Sieves and Zeolites

2.1 An introduction to molecular sieves and zeolites

A molecular sieve is a material that can separate molecules based on size and shape. A subgroup of molecular sieves is zeolites. Zeolites are natural and synthetic microporous aluminosilicates. The Swede Cronstedt reported for the first time about this new class of minerals in the 18th century and denoted it “zeolites” from the Greek word “zeo” and “litos” which means a boiling stone [1, 2]. The zeolite framework is a three-dimensional network of oxygen ions with either Si⁴⁺ or Al³⁺ situated in the tetrahedral sites. This framework may be described with the following formula:

\[ \text{M}_2 \text{n} \cdot \text{Al}_2 \text{O}_3 \cdot \text{xSiO}_2 \cdot \text{yH}_2 \text{O} \]  

\[ m: \text{exchangeable cation for example Li}^+, \text{Na}^+ \text{ or } \text{NH}_4^+ \]

\[ n: \text{cation valance} \]

\[ y: \text{degree of hydration} \]

All known zeolite frameworks have been assigned with a three-letter code. Today there are more than 170 known framework structures [3]. For a given framework, the chemical composition can be varied significantly by varying Si/Al ratio and cations. Zeolites can also be depicted as a network of channels were the dimensions of the channel openings varies from zeolite to zeolite, ranging from 3 to 13 Å [2]. Zeolites are used in applications in primarily three areas; adsorption, catalysis and ion exchange. The most common
application for zeolites is as water softener in detergents. Other applications are gas separation and as catalysts in the refining of petroleum [4, 5].

Zeolites are commonly prepared by hydrothermal treatment. The synthesis mixture mostly contains water, a silica source, an alumina source, a mineralizing agent and a templating agent. The synthesis mixture is heated and the composition of the synthesis solution, synthesis time and synthesis temperature determines which zeolite that will crystallize. To remove the templating agent, the zeolite must be calcined after synthesis; a procedure where the zeolite is heated in air to decompose and burn the templating agent that is blocking the pores.

2.2 MFI zeolite

Figure 1 shows a MFI crystal with typical habit and pore geometry of the structure. MFI is one of the most commonly prepared zeolites and today the second most used structure in catalytic applications [6]. MFI zeolite is often used to prepare membranes due to suitable pore diameter and a relatively high thermal and chemical stability [7].

The pore network consists of straight pores running in the \( b \)-direction and zigzag pores in the \( a \)-direction. This network also allows a molecule to move in the \( c \)-direction. The two different molecular sieves ZSM-5 and silicalite-1 both have the MFI structure. Silicalite-1 is an all silica zeolite and ZSM-5 has a Si/Al ratio down to 10 [2].
2.3 Preparation of MFI zeolite

Formation of MFI crystals is believed to be a complex process consisting of several different independent processes [8]. It can basically be viewed as pre-nucleation, nucleation and continued crystal growth. One possible process was presented by Schoeman [9] for the crystallization of silicalite-1 from a clear solution with TEOS as the silica source. In this case, the first step is hydrolysis of TEOS to form a silicate suspension with various silicate species, of which certain of these subcolloidal particles can be considered as nuclei. The silicate particles subsequently grow with an increase in temperature and by the supply of nutrients such as monomeric enclathered species.

The templating agent used to synthesize MFI for the first time was TPA+ [10], a structure directing agent that promotes the formation of MFI over a wide range of chemical compositions [2, 8]. It is the charge, hydrophobicity and geometry of TPA+ that leads to a promotion of nuclei formation. Other organic ions such as TMA+ and TEA+ can also be used to crystallize the MFI structure, but the compositional range in which MFI will form will not be as wide as with the TPA template. The selection and amount of organic molecules will also vary the morphology of the final crystal [8, 10].

The alkalinity also affects the crystallisation and in general an increase in alkalinity will lead to an increase in crystal growth rate [8]. In the case of some aluminosilicate solutions, an increase in alkalinity (above a certain threshold value) will lead to a lowered growth rate [8, 11]. For silicalite-1 particles, the increase in alkalinity (in this case TPAOH) will increase the number of particles and hence the particle size, but it will not decrease the growth rate [12].

The relationship between silica and alumina in a synthesis solution will determine which structure that will form and will also influence the Si/Al ratio of the structure formed. An increase in alumina in the synthesis solution was found to decrease the crystal growth rate and the number of particles and hence increase the crystal size [11].

2.4 Si/Al ratio

The Si/Al ratio in a zeolite will affect its properties in several ways. The introduction of alumina in the structure will result in acidity and a zeolite that can be used in catalytic applications. The alumina content also determines the hydrophobicity of the zeolite, an alumina rich structure would be more hydrophilic [13] and hence more adopted for applications were the adsorption of polar molecules could be of use, for example water-organic separations. The effects of introducing aluminium in the structure is thus believed to change the performance of the membrane [14, 15]. The increase in alumina also makes the zeolite less stable and the resistance towards acids also decreases [2].

To change the Si/Al ratio in a zeolite, dealumination and desilication can be used. In acid dealumination, the aluminium is removed without seriously affecting the crystal structure
but affecting the acidity of the zeolite [16]. Desilication is the removal of silica from the zeolite framework by an alkaline treatment and was first performed to study the changes in the crystal when in contact with an alkaline media [17].

2.5 Alkaline and acid treatment

The dissolution behaviour of zeolites is quite complex and will depend on the zeolite in question and the Si/Al ratio. Amorphous silica reaches a solubility minima at pH 7-8 and is thus soluble in both acids and bases but the solubility is substantially higher in bases [18]. The dissolution rate will also increase with increasing pH [18]. It is well-known that the alumina rich phases in natural zeolites are sensitive to acids [2] and in zeolites, alumina is also preferentially released at low pH [19, 20]. At higher pH, the dissolution of silica appears to be controlling the dissolution rate. In general the dissolution kinetics of zeolites over larger pH-ranges follow a clear “u-trend” with a high dissolution rate at low pH followed by a minimum in near neutral solutions and then an increase again with pH [19, 21]. The alumina content does not only affect the dissolution behaviour in acids, it has also been found to have an effect on the dissolution in bases. A high concentration of alumina in the zeolite stabilizes the structure and decreases the dissolution of silica at high pH [22].

The increase of porosity in the zeolite, when in contact with an alkaline media, has been reported in several publications. Groen et al [23] reported an increased intracrystalline mesoporosity when treating the MFI structure with alkaline medias. Suzuki and Okuhara [24] suggested that the increased amount of pores were created in the amorphous phase at the grain boundaries of the MFI crystal upon alkaline treatment. Navajas et al [25] treated their mordenite membranes in alkaline solutions with different pH to create mesopores that would improve the separation performance.
Zeolite membranes have large potential in many application areas such as sensors, catalysts and membranes [26]. Zeolite membranes are very interesting due to high thermal stability and resistance towards solvents [7]. A zeolite membrane is a self-supported or a supported zeolite film. For mechanical stability, self supported films must be relatively thick, which results in low flux. In most reported works, supported films were grown on porous α- or γ-alumina [27-29], but films on other supports such as porous stainless steel [26], have also been reported.

There are basically two different methods to prepare supported zeolite films; in-situ crystallisation and secondary or seeded growth. In in-situ crystallisation, zeolite crystals nucleate and grow directly on the support [30]. A variation of in situ crystallisation is the vapour transport method, were the support is coated with an aluminosilicate gel and subsequently hydrothermally treated in a vapour containing a template molecule in order to transform the gel into a film [31]. In the seeding techniques, seeds are attached to a support and subsequently grown under hydrothermal treatment. Several methods to attach seeds to a support have been reported [29, 32-34]. In the current work, the seed film method developed by Hedlund et al [29, 35] was used. In this method, the surface of the support is charge reversed by a cationic polymer and the seeds are then absorbed electrostatically. The seeds can also be attached by mechanical rubbing [36, 37] and dip-coating [34]. An elegant method has been developed by Ha and co-workers [38]. In this method, that was also used by Lai et al [33, 39], seeds are covalently linked to the support by a silane coupling agent. The seeding techniques main advantage is its independence of surface nucleation. This provides control over film density, film orientation and film thickness.
3.1 Separation in zeolite membranes

Separation by zeolite membranes can occur by three different mechanisms, see Figure 2. One mechanism is molecular sieving where larger molecules are excluded from the pores due to their size, while smaller molecules can diffuse through the pores. Another mechanism is adsorption resulting in high concentration on the surface of strongly adsorbing molecules that leads to effective transport of these molecules through the membrane. The third mechanism relies on differences in diffusion rates. Molecules with high diffusivity may be separated from slower diffusing molecules. Diffusion in zeolitic pores is complex and attributed to several different mechanisms. The size of the permeating molecules determines which transport mode that will govern the diffusion. If the size of the permeating molecule is close to the size of zeolite pores in the membrane, the influence of surface diffusion is very pronounced [40]. For smaller molecules, both Knudsen diffusion and surface diffusion might occur simultaneously [40, 41].

*Figure 2. Three mechanisms for separation in a zeolite film.*
3.2 Properties of MFI membranes

As discussed in the introduction thin and defect-free membranes are essential to obtain high quality membranes. There are a number of properties affecting membrane performance, some are general properties for zeolites such as Si/Al ratio and others, such as film texture, are specific for zeolite membranes and they will be discussed in the following sections.

3.2.1 Crystal orientation

Since the pore geometry is different in the $a$- and $b$-direction of MFI crystals the mass transport will also be different [7] and the orientation of the crystals in the film will affect the separation performance. The orientation of crystals in a MFI film will depend on several parameters such as film thickness, orientation and habit of seeds, hydrothermal treatment conditions and the composition of the synthesis solution.

In films prepared using seeds the final orientation of the crystals in the film will be determined by competitive growth, i.e. the fastest growing crystallographic directions will govern the final orientation [42-45]. Using TPA$^+$ as a templating agent will lead to slow growth rate in the $b$- direction relative to the $a$- and $c$-direction. The orientation of the crystals in the seed-layer will have a large impact on the final orientation of the film. To obtain an oriented film, the seeds should be oriented in the desired direction when attached to the support surface. The habit of the seed will also influence the film orientation. If MFI twin crystals, with the $a$- direction in the twin as the fastest growing direction, are used as seeds, the final orientation will be $a$ in thicker films and in thinner films it will be a mix of $a$ and $b$ [44]. Research groups have also shown that from randomly oriented coffin shaped seeds, thin films will have an oblique orientation (h0h) and thick films will be $c$-oriented [42, 46, 47]. By changing the templating agent and enhancing the growth rate in the $b$-direction and preparing a support with seeds preferentially oriented with the $b$-axis perpendicular to the support surface, a $b$-oriented membrane was prepared by Lai et al. [33, 39].

3.2.2 Defects

A virtually defect free film is essential to obtain high selectivity for zeolite membranes. All pores larger than zeolite pores can be considered as defects. Pores with varying widths are defined by IUPAC as follows [48]:

- Micropores $d_p < 2$ nm
- Mesopores $2$ nm $< d_p < 50$ nm
- Macropores $d_p > 50$ nm
In macropores, bulk diffusion, with diffusivity coefficient of $10^{-5}$ m$^2$/s will govern the diffusion and in meso- and micro-pores Knudsen diffusion with $D \sim 10^{-6}$ m$^2$/s prevails. The diffusivity in zeolites cover a large range from $10^{-19}$ m$^2$/s to $10^{-8}$ m$^2$/s [49]. The diffusivity through defects will thus be much higher compared to the diffusivity in zeolite pores [50]. Defective zeolite membranes will hence have high permeance and low selectivity.

3.2.3 Grain boundaries

Zeolite films are polycrystalline consisting of several crystals or grains. The grain boundaries can either be intergrown or open. If the grain boundaries are open they will act as non-selective pathways through the membrane and decrease the selectivity of the membrane. Lin et al. [51] proposed a micro-structural model, with microporous non-selective intercrystalline pores that were assumed to be open grain boundaries, to explain the low observed xylene mixture separation factor. Lai et al. [33] speculated that the observed high selectivity in their $b$-oriented membranes was due to a decreased amount of open grain boundaries. If the grain boundaries are intergrown they might act as mass transport barriers, reducing the permeance through the membrane [7, 33].

3.2.4 Crack formation due to thermal expansion

In 1995, Geus and van Bekkum [52] showed that the MFI zeolite lattice shrinks during template removal and expands upon cooling and that the calcined unit cell is smaller at room temperature compared to the unit cell in the as-synthesized zeolite. Geus and van Bekkum also suggested that the reason for crack formation was the mismatch in thermal expansion between film and support. In 1997, den Exter et al. [53] reported that MFI zeolite contracts in the $a$- and the $c$-direction but expands in the $b$-direction, when the template molecule is removed. Dong et al. [28] studied the microstructural development in a MFI membrane during calcination. It was reported that intercrystalline openings (i.e. open grain boundaries) in MFI membranes may increase upon removal of the templating agent due to the shrinkage of the zeolite. Dong et al. also speculated that with a too strong chemical bond between support and zeolite, a severe stress, which can cause cracks, may be induced in the film due to difference in thermal expansion between zeolite film and support.

To avoid crack formation during calcination, slow heating rates have been recommended [52], without supplying any experimental or theoretical evidence. To avoid cracks induced by thermal expansions, other methods without heating to remove the template molecule have also been tested.

3.2.5 Support invasion

To obtain high flux the zeolite films must be thin and consequently a support is needed for mechanical stability. Since the support is porous their might be deposition of zeolite in
the support pores, so called support invasion, during film synthesis. The support invasion might lead to a reduced permeance through the membrane by the creation of a longer effective diffusion path through the zeolite [54]. Several methods to minimize the support invasion have been reported. Yan et al created a diffusion barrier by polymerising a mixture of furfuryl alcohol and TESO in the support pores [55] and Lai et al. [33] coated their supports with mesoporous silica before film growth, which was claimed to eliminate stress induced crack formation during calcination. The two step support masking method, [29, 54] was developed to protect the support during zeolite synthesis. For membranes prepared with the two step masking method an improvement in both selectivity and permeance was observed.

3.3 Permeation measurements

The flux, $J$, is the flow through the membrane per unit area and the permeance, $\Pi$, is defined as the flux divided by the partial pressure gradient across the membrane.

$$\Pi_i = \frac{J_i}{\Delta P_i}$$

**Single gas measurements**

The driving force for diffusion through a zeolite membrane could be either a gradient in total pressure or a partial pressure gradient. To measure the single gas permeance through a membrane, a total pressure gradient is very often used. The single gas permeance ratio or permselectivity, $\alpha_{perm}$, is often used to estimate membrane quality.

$$\alpha_{perm} = \frac{\Pi_i}{\Pi_j}$$

$\Pi_i, \Pi_j$: permeance of the component $i$ and $j$ through the membrane

**Separation of binary mixtures**

Partial pressure gradients are often used as driving forces in mixture separation measurement. The Wicke-Kallenbach method is a commonly used setup to measure intraparticle diffusivity [56]. On the feed side (of the membrane) the gas mixture under study is continuously fed. On the permeate side, a stream of an inert gas continuously sweeps away the permeated species and thus the concentration gradient is maintained [57]. From the composition and total flow, it is then possible to calculate the permeance and the separation factor $\alpha$:

$$\alpha = \frac{(x_i/x_j)_{permeate}}{(x_i/x_j)_{Feed}}$$

$x_i, x_j$: molar fractions of the two components $i$ and $j$ in the mixture.
Porosimetry
In porosimetry [29, 58, 59], the permeance of helium is measured as a function of the partial pressure of a hydrocarbon, such as n-hexane or p-xylene. The technique is used to investigate membrane quality. At the start of the measurement, only helium permeates through zeolite pores and defects of a dry membrane. The partial pressure of the hydrocarbon is subsequently increased and larger and larger pores will be blocked in the zeolite film, which will reduce the helium permeance. The Horvath-Kawazoe equation can be used to relate the width $d_i$ for micropores to the partial pressure of the hydrocarbon $P/P_0$ [60].

$$RT \ln \left( \frac{P}{P_0} \right) = \frac{\Delta H_{\text{ads}}}{(d - d_0)} \left[ \frac{\sigma_{10}^4 - \sigma_0^4}{3d_0^3} - \frac{\sigma_{10}^4}{9(2d - d_0)^3} \right]$$

$$d_i = 2d - d_s \quad d_0 = \frac{d_s + d_0}{2}$$

d$_s$ = diameter of a surface atom in the zeolite pores, d$_s$ = diameter of the hydrocarbon molecule, d = slit pore half width, $\sigma$ = zero interaction energy distance, $\Delta H_{\text{ads}}$ = Isosteric heat of adsorption

To relate the width $d_i$ for mesopores to the partial pressure of the hydrocarbon $P/P_0$ the Kelvin equation is used.

$$d_i = -\frac{2\gamma V_m}{RT \ln(P/P_0)}$$

$\gamma$ = surface tension, $V_m$ = molar volume

Each partial pressure can thus be related to a pore/defect size as shown for n-hexane in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P/P_0$</th>
<th>0.01</th>
<th>0.025</th>
<th>0.25</th>
<th>0.85</th>
<th>0.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d_i$ (nm)</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the porosimetry experiment the helium permeance through the membrane is first measured at a relative pressure of n-hexane $P/P_0 = 0$. Secondly the relative pressure of n-hexane is increased. At a relative pressure of 0.01, i.e. at the first point with n-hexane in the feed, all pores smaller than 1.1 nm are blocked according to equation (1) and at a relative pressure of 0.25, pores smaller than 2.65 nm are blocked according to equation (2).
4

Experimental

4.1 Membrane preparation

Support
In this work, porous α-alumina discs (Inocermic GmbH, Germany) with a diameter of 25 mm were used as supports. The discs are comprised of two layers, a top layer with a thickness of 30 μm with 100 nm pores and a 3 mm thick layer with 3 μm pores. In paper IV, the supports were adapted to the experimental setup and were cut into 1 mm wide pieces with a Discotom diamond cutter.

Masking
In order to prevent zeolite from growing in the support pores during synthesis, so called support invasion, the two step masking procedure was employed [29, 54], see Figure 3. In this procedure the top surface of the support (A) is first coated with a thin layer of polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) dissolved in acetone to a viscosity of 30 cP (B). The support is subsequently impregnated with molten polyethylene wax (C). The protective PMMA layer is dissolved in acetone, leaving a free support surface for film growth (D).
Figure 3. Masking procedure of a graded support (A), that is first coated with PMMA (B) and then the support pores are filled with wax (C) and finally a free top surface of the support is left after removal of the PMMA layer (D).

To vary the support invasion PMMA polymers with different molecular weights were used in the masking procedure (see Table 3). The effect of using different PMMA polymers in the masking is evaluated in paper I.

**Film preparation**

The seed film method used in this work is shown in figure 4 (A)-(D). After completed masking, the support was first treated with a cationic polymer solution (B), to obtain a positive surface charge [29]. Silicalite-1 seeds with a diameter of 60 nm were then adsorbed electrostatically on the surface of the support (C). The seed crystals were prepared from a solution with the molar composition: 9 TPAOH: 25 SiO$_2$: 360 H$_2$O: 100 EtOH, that was treated at 50 °C for two 2 months [12, 29]. Films were subsequently grown under hydrothermal treatment in a synthesis solution (D). The molar compositions of the two synthesis solutions used in this work are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zeolite type</th>
<th>Molar composition of synthesis solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silicalite-1</td>
<td>3 TPAOH: 25 SiO$_2$: 1500 H$_2$O: 100 EtOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZSM-5</td>
<td>3 TPAOH: 0.25 Al$_2$O$_3$: Na$_2$O: 25 SiO$_2$: 1600 H$_2$O: 100 EtOH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The silica source was tetraethoxysilane (TEOS> 98%, Merck), the alumina source was aluminiumisopropoxide (98+%, Aldrich) and the alkali source was tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH 40%, Appli.Chem) and 1 M sodium hydroxide (>99%, Merck) in the case of ZSM-5. The synthesis vessel was heated by an oil bath at 100°C and connected to a reflux condenser. In this work, hydrothermal treatments from 12 to 96 hours were used,
See Table 3. After synthesis, the membranes were rinsed in a 0.1 M ammonia solution to remove synthesis mixture.

To prepare membranes with small crystal size and high concentration of grain boundaries, a multi-seeding procedure was developed, see Figure 4 (E-H). After a short hydrothermal treatment of 12 hours, a second layer of cationic polymer and seeds were applied (F-G). The membrane was subsequently additionally hydrothermally treated for 12 hours and seeded, until the desired film thickness was achieved. After each hydrothermal treatment, the membranes were rinsed for approximately 12 hours in a 0.1 M ammonia solution.

**Rinsing**

As stated earlier, all as-synthesised membranes were rinsed to remove synthesis solution residues. The effect of this exposure was reported in paper II. The rinsing medias investigated were ethanol, distilled water 0.1 M aqueous solutions of hydrochloric acid, ammonia, sodium hydroxide and TPAOH. After film preparation, the membranes were rinsed with a 50 ml syringe and then left in the media for 24 hours or 30 days with an exchange of the media every 24 hours.

**Calcination**

After rinsing, all membranes were calcined to decompose the templating agent and to remove wax in the pores of the support. Most membranes were calcined for 6 hours at 500 °C with a heating rate of 0.2 °C/min and 0.3 °C/min cooling rate. The effect of
varying heating and cooling rates was investigated and reported in paper V, see Table 3 for more information.

The membranes prepared and the preparation procedures used in the present work are gathered in Table 3.

Table 3. Sample codes, film type, length of hydrothermal treatment (ht) and preparation procedures of membranes prepared in the present work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>Preparation method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General membranes in the present work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M36h</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film on masked support, 36 h of ht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M96h</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film on masked support, 96 h of ht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U72</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film on unmasked support, 72 h of ht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U96</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film on unmasked support, 96 h of ht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masked membranes prepared with multiple seeding and ht (paper VI)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film prepared with one seeding followed by 12 h of ht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>As M1, but 2 seedings and ht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>As M1, but 3 seedings and ht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>As M1, but 4 seedings and ht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>As M1, but 5 seedings and ht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masked membranes rinsed in different media after synthesis for 24 hours, X=1, or 30 days, X=30 (paper II)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film, 30 h of ht, rinsed in ethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film, 30 h of ht, rinsed in distilled water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film, 30 h of ht, rinsed in 0.1M aq. sol. of HCl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film, 30 h of ht, rinsed in 0.1M aq. sol. of NH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film, 30 h of ht, rinsed in 0.1M aq. sol. of TPAOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film, 30 h of ht, rinsed in 0.1M aq. sol. of NaOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membranes masked with different PMMA polymers (paper I)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M120K</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film, 72 h of ht, support masked with PMMA with an average molecular weight of 120K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M350K</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film, 72 h of ht, support masked with PMMA with an average molecular weight of 350K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M996K</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film, 72 h of ht, support masked with PMMA with an average molecular weight of 996K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCM205</td>
<td>Silicalite-1 film, 72 h of ht, support masked with PMMA with trade name CM205 with a molecular weight of 90-110K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Masked membranes calcined with different heating rates (paper V)

- X=0.2 Silicalite-1 film, 36 h of ht, calcined with a heating rate of 0.2 °C/min
- X=1.0 Silicalite-1 film, 36 h of ht, calcined with a heating rate of 1.0 °C/min
- X=2.0 Silicalite-1 film, 36 h of ht, calcined with a heating rate of 2.0 °C/min
- X=5.0 Silicalite-1 film, 36 h of ht, calcined with a heating rate of 5.0 °C/min
- R.M. Silicalite-1 film, 36 h of ht, calcined with a heating rate of 0.2 °C/min (reference membrane)

Masked membranes with different Si/Al ratio (paper III)

- S# Silicalite-1 film, 36 h of ht, with Si/Al = infinity in synthesis solution
- Z# ZSM-5, 27 h of ht, with Si/Al = 50 in synthesis solution

4.2 Characterization

4.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy

All membranes were investigated with scanning electron microscopy, using a Philips XL 30 with a LaB6 filament. Samples were mounted on alumina stubs with conductive carbon cement. To obtain side view images, the membranes were cut in halves. To render the samples conductive, a thin layer of gold was deposited on top of the samples by sputtering prior to the investigations.

4.2.2 X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction patterns were collected with a Siemens D5000 diffractometer and all membranes were investigated in Bragg-Brentano geometry for structure verification. In addition, specific reflections were in some cases studied using grazing incidence angle (1°) and long soller slits and LiF monochromator. Grazing incidence data was refined using a least square model with a Lorentz line shape function with a common peak shape and width.

The diffraction data presented in Paper IV was collected at the Italian Beamline BM08 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, ESRF, in Grenoble, France. The Beamline configuration is described in detail elsewhere [61]. The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 5. The sample, with the film facing down, was placed in a metal tube mounted on a goniometer head. The sample was mounted so that the synchrotron radiation beam hit the zeolite membrane from the side. A heating gun placed vertically under the sample heated the sample. Data collection was accomplished in parallel beam Debye geometry using a monochromatic fixed wavelength of 1.0405 Å, calibrated using a standard. During heating, the temperature was monitored with a thermocouple positioned about
half a mm below the sample. The sample was heated/cooled with a rate of 3 °C/min. Full diffraction rings were recorded every 50 ± 3 °C with an exposure time of 2 minutes using an image plate (IP) detector mounted perpendicular to the incoming beam. The images stored in the IP were recovered using a Molecular Dynamics scanner. The part of the image which corresponds to the diffracted X-rays from the planes parallel to the support surface was extracted using specific software (FIT2D) [62].

Figure 5. Experimental setup for the synchrotron radiation experiments.

4.2.3 Permeation measurements

Single gas permeance measurements using He, H₂, N₂ and SF₆ gas were carried out on all membranes directly after calcination. The membrane was mounted in a stainless steel cell and a gas at given pressure was fed to the cell. The permeance was calculated from the measured flow, pressure difference and membrane area.

For porosimetry, the membrane was mounted in a stainless steel cell and then heated to 300°C overnight in a flow of pure helium in order to desorb all adsorbed molecules. After drying, the cell was cooled to room temperature. The pressure, temperature and flow were recorded for each activity of hydrocarbon.
For separation experiments, a Wicke-Kallenbach setup was used and the membrane was mounted in a stainless steel cell in a furnace. The components to be separated were fed to the system with carrier gas (helium) controlled with mass flow regulators. A gas chromatograph (GC) equipped with a FID (Flame Ionisation Detector) was used to analyse the composition on both sides of the membrane. Separation of three hydrocarbon isomer mixtures were studied; n-/iso-butane, n-hexane/DMB and p-/o-xylene, at varying temperatures, under similar conditions as described elsewhere [29]. Separation of the mixture water/hydrogen/hexane was also studied.
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Results and discussion

5.1 General properties of the membranes prepared in this work.

SEM images of two typical silicalite-1 membranes prepared with the seed film method in the present work are shown in Figure 6. These membranes are similar to those described in previous work [54]. The films are prepared on porous α-alumina discs that were masked with the commercial polymer CM205 before film synthesis. The films are approximately 500 and 1100 nm thick and will be referred to as membrane M36h and membrane M96h, see Table 3.

The crystals in the thicker film M96h, which are shown in Figure 6 (d), are almost twice as large as the ones in the thinner film, M36h, shown in Figure 6 (c). The crystal size is thus increasing with film thickness as reported before [43]. The thicker film shown in Figure 6 (b) displays the typical columnar structure observed when competitive growth is controlling the film growth [45].
Figure 6. SEM images of membrane M36h (a) and (c) and membrane M96h (b) and (d).

Figure 7 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of membrane M36h in the 2θ range with the strongest reflections, the different crystal planes are indicated. The pattern is typical for the thin MFI films prepared in the present work.

Figure 7. X-ray diffraction pattern of membrane M36h.
5.1.1 Si/Al ratio

In the current work silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 films were prepared. The Si/Al ratio is 50 for ZSM-5 synthesis solution and infinite for the silicalite-1 synthesis solution. To estimate the Si/Al ratio in the films three different investigations were performed. First, XRD measurements were performed on the different MFI films. According to Bibby et al [63] the distance between the two peaks at approximately 45.0 and 45.5 °2θ is inversely proportional to the aluminium content in the zeolite. An increase in aluminium should lead to a decrease in Δ2θ, which was also observed for the ZSM-5 film. It was however not possible to determine the exact aluminium content in the films as the calibration curve based on powder data was not applicable to XRD data from films. Secondly, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on the membrane surface. XPS showed a Si/Al ratio of 157 for silicalite-1 and 62.4 for ZSM-5. The high aluminium content detected with XPS in the silicalite-1 film is probably due to leaching of aluminium from the support during synthesis. The leached aluminium was either incorporated in the structure or deposited as non-framework aluminium.

Finally, the crystals nucleated in the synthesis solution during membrane synthesis were analyzed with ICP-AES. The ICP-AES analysis showed a Si/Al > 1441 for silicalite-1 crystals and 383 ZSM-5 crystals. The bulk powder is however nucleated from the synthesis solution and it is likely to have another composition than the film grown from seeds on the alumina support. It is not possible to perform an absolute quantification of the aluminium content in the two films from the conducted measurements. However, the results clearly demonstrate that the ZSM-5 film contains more aluminium than the silicalite-1 film.
5.2 Parameters affecting MFI membrane morphology

5.2.1 Crystal size

Figure 8 shows SEM images of membranes M2 and M5, respectively. These membranes are prepared with the multi-seeding method as reported in paper VI. The multiseeding method was developed to maintain the crystal size while increasing film thickness in order to decouple crystal size and film thickness.

Figure 8. SEM images of membranes prepared with the multiseeding method with two seeding steps, membrane M2 (a) and (c) and with five seeding steps, membrane M5 (b) and (d).

The images show that the film in membrane M2 is about 300 nm thick and in membrane M5 about 800 nm. The films in the two membranes are comprised of small crystals, with high concentration of grain boundaries. The columnar structure observed for films grown in one step is absent. Even though there is a difference in film thickness of 500 nm between these two membranes, the top surfaces of the membranes appears identical. Hence, the crystal size is independent of film thickness. Membranes M1, M3 and M4 had
similar appearance. The images show that the multiseeding method can be used to obtain films comprised of small crystal independent of film thickness. These membranes will thus have a high concentration of grain boundaries.

5.2.2 Exposure to ethanol and aqueous solutions

In paper II, the effect of exposure to ethanol and aqueous solutions on silicalite-1 membrane quality was reported. Membranes were exposed to ethanol (E), distilled water (W) and 0.1M solutions of ammonia (A), hydrochloric acid (H), TPAOH (T) and sodium hydroxide (S) for either 24 hours or 30 days, see Table 3 for details.

Figures 9 (a) and (c) show SEM images of the membrane A1 exposed to ammonia solution for 24 hours. The film thickness in membrane A1 is approximately 400 nm. After 24 hours of exposure, all membranes, except the one exposed to sodium hydroxide, have the same appearance and film thickness as membrane A1. The membrane morphology thus remains independent of media for short treatments, except for treatment in sodium hydroxide in which the film dissolves rapidly.

Figures 9 (b) and (d) show membrane A30, which was exposed to ammonia solution for 30 days. After 30 days of exposure, the film thickness of membrane A30 decreased with
100 nm. All membranes exposed for 30 days show a decrease in film thickness, see Table 4. No clear difference in surface morphology of the films exposed for 24 hours or 30 days is observed. Neither was it possible to detect any large defects with SEM. The only exception was the film exposed to sodium hydroxide, where the long exposure led to a complete dissolution of the zeolite film.

Figure 10 shows XRD patterns from the same membrane exposed to ammonia first for 24 hours, A1 and then for a total of 30 days, A30. The intensity of all XRD peaks is reduced upon treatment for 30 days in a 0.1M ammonia solution. The reduction in intensity of the zeolite reflections for A30, indicates less zeolite. Less X-ray absorption of the zeolite film on top of the support leads to an increased alumina reflection (not shown in the figure). The XRD investigation and the SEM images shows that the zeolite film has dissolved in samples A30.

Figure 10. XRD pattern of the same membrane rinsed for 24 hours (A1) and 30 days (A30).

The full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 501 reflection at 23.2° 2θ for the silicalite-1 film was estimated after refinement. The FWHM was 0.12° 2θ for the membrane rinsed for 24 hours (A1) and 0.136° 2θ for the same membrane rinsed for 30 days (A30). The broader reflection for the latter sample indicates that the zeolite crystals are smaller in this sample. This is likely caused by dissolution of the zeolite crystals due to the long exposure to the 0.1 M ammonia solution.

Figure 11 shows average porosimetry data for two membranes exposed to the different rinsing media for 30 days. The measurement shows a reduction in quality for all
membranes except the one exposed to ethanol (E30). According to the data the relative permeance through non-zeolitic pores increased in the following order: ethanol (no increase), HCl, TPAOH, water, ammonia and sodium hydroxide (total dissolution).

![Figure 11. Porosimetry pattern for the membranes exposed to different media for 30 days.](image)

Table 4 also shows the relative permeance through different pore width intervals estimated from porosimetry data. For membrane A1 most of the permeance is going through pores smaller than 1.1 nm. This indicates that there are few defects larger than 1.1 nm in membrane A1. For all membranes exposed for 30 days there is an increase in relative permeance going through pores larger than 1.1 nm. The increase was highest in the micro and meso-pore region for all samples except S30, indicating that the amount of pores is highest in this region. This is congruent with the SEM studies were no large defects could be detected.
Table 4. pH in the rinsing media, approximate film thickness measured with SEM and relative permeance through various pore width intervals in the membranes derived from porosimetry, for selected samples exposed to different media.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Relative permeance through pores with d / [%]</th>
<th>Film thickness / nm</th>
<th>pH in aq. / solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E30</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H30</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T30</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W30</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect of the aqueous solutions on membrane quality can be correlated to the pH. The amount of pores (as shown with porosimetry) in the membranes increases with the pH of the solution. This indicates a minimum dissolution at low pH followed by an increase in dissolution with pH. The pores detected by porosimetry are believed to be open grain boundaries. These intercrystalline gaps will be created either by dissolution of non-zeolitic material holding the crystals together or by etching the crystal interfaces.

The study shows that extensive exposure to aqueous solutions will lead to increased micro- and meso-porosity and decreased film thickness. The pores are most likely open grain boundaries. These findings have implications on membrane performance, membrane preparation and the lifetime of zeolite membranes in certain applications.

5.2.3 Thermal expansion during calcination

To better understand crack formation processes in alumina supported MFI membranes during calcination, silicalite-1 membranes were investigated in-situ during calcination using synchrotron radiation. The investigation and results are reported in paper IV. Membranes (U96) with a total film thickness of 1800 nm grown on α-alumina support were investigated. These membranes were chosen due to reproducible crack formation.

The thermal expansion of the zeolite crystal in a membrane was first compared the thermal expansion of zeolite powder crystals. The thermal response (expansion or contraction) of the unit cell volume is presented in Figure 12. The individual response of the crystal directions are presented in paper IV. First, a contraction occurs at 175 °C due to dehydration and a second contraction occurs at 275-500 °C when the TPA+ molecule is decomposed. After calcination, a much larger contraction is observed for the MFI powder than for the film, which retains the volume of the as-synthesised form, mostly due to the
much larger expansion of the $b$-axis in the film compared to the powder. These results indicate that the film is under strain after the calcination procedure.

![Graph showing unit cell volume as a function of temperature](image)

*Figure 12. The unit cell volume as a function of temperature for the MFI film and for the MFI powder for the temperature cycle 25-500-25 °C.*

![Graph showing thermal expansion ratio $K_T$](image)

*Figure 13. Thermal expansion ratio $K_T$ of the MFI coated $\alpha$-alumina support and the MFI film as a function of temperature.*

The MFI film contracts during heating, while the $\alpha$- alumina support expands, see Figure 13. This should lead to a tensile stress acting in the plane parallel to the film surface and consequently a compressive strain in the direction perpendicular to the film surface.
Figure 14 shows the strain in the $a$-, $b$- and $c$- direction of the zeolite crystal. Compressive strain is observed for both the $a$- and $c$-axis in the direction perpendicular to the film surface. When the membrane is heated from room temperature the compressive strain is increasing with temperature until about 325 °C after which it abruptly decreases. The strain then continues to decrease during further heating and cooling. The sharp decrease around 325 °C is likely caused by crack formation, which relaxes the structure. The continued decrease up to 500 °C is probably caused by additional crack formation. The decrease in strain during cooling is likely due to the decrease in thermal stress. The cooling of the membrane reduces the thermal stress caused by the difference in thermal expansion between support and film. Tensile strain that increase during cooling is observed for the $b$-axis, a behaviour that can not be explained with the current data.

![Graph showing strain along different crystallographic directions in the MFI film as a function of temperature. The direction of the strain is perpendicular to the film surface. The inserted sketches indicates that the crystallographic planes along $b$-direction are under tensile strain while the ones along $a$ and $c$ are under compressive strain.](image)

The compressive strain in the MFI coated $\alpha$-alumina support also increased during heating when compared to a blank support (see paper IV for details). This phenomenon
could be caused by the existence of a zeolite-support composite layer (denoted support invasion in paper I). The negative expansion of the zeolite in this layer might cause a net tensile strain in the direction parallel to the film surface which would lead to a net compressive strain in the perpendicular direction.

From the results obtained, a crack formation model was postulated: The MFI film experiences a contraction during heating while the α-alumina support expands. This difference in thermal expansion coefficients creates stress. In thick films the crystals are more intergrown and the stress will be released via crack formation, while in thinner films with less intergrown crystals, the stress will instead be released via open grain boundaries.

5.2.4 Support invasion

As discussed in the introduction, protecting the support form zeolite invasion has been shown to have positive effects on membrane quality [54]. In paper I, the effect of support invasion on silicalite-1 membrane quality was reported. To vary the support invasion, supports were masked with different PMMA polymers. PMMA polymers (Sigma-Aldrich) with weight average molecular weights of 996K, 350K and 120K and PMMA polymer with the trade name CM205 with molecular weight of 90-100K were used. Two membranes of each type were prepared. Unmasked membranes denoted U72 were also prepared as reference samples.

XRD patterns from the wax in the support after masking and from the zeolite film after synthesis were recorded. The normalized integrated intensities from wax and zeolite film are presented in Table 5. The intensity of the wax reflection indicates how close, on average, the wax is to the surface of the support. The closer the wax is to the support surface; the less support area will be free for zeolite deposition. The data indicates that the wax is the closest to the surface in the membrane M996K followed by membranes M350K, M120K and MCM205. For the zeolite reflections, a reversed trend is observed; membrane U72 has the most intense zeolite reflections followed by membranes MCM205, M120K, M350K, and M996K. The weigh gain, also shown in Table 5, follows the same trend as the zeolite reflections. Since all films were grown for 72h and the thickness of the film consequently was the same for all membranes, see below, the differences in weight gain and intensity of zeolite reflections could only be attributed to differences in support invasion. This indicates that U72 has the largest support invasion, followed by MCM205, M120K, M350K and M996K.
Table 5. Normalized integrated intensities of the (110) reflection from the polyethylene wax and the (501) and (303) reflections from the zeolite film and weight gain. Average data for two membranes of each type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Wax reflection</th>
<th>Zeolite reflections</th>
<th>Weight gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(cps°2θ)</td>
<td>(cps°2θ)</td>
<td>(mg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U72</td>
<td></td>
<td>(110) 16.3 (501) 5.33 (303)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCM205</td>
<td>increasing</td>
<td>36 14.1 increasing</td>
<td>5.4 increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M120K</td>
<td>increasing</td>
<td>39 13.3 increasing</td>
<td>4.8 increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M350K</td>
<td>increasing</td>
<td>54 12.8 increasing</td>
<td>4.4 increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M966K</td>
<td>increasing</td>
<td>68 12.6 increasing</td>
<td>3.9 increasing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15 shows SEM side view images. The film thickness, i.e. the zeolite film grown on top of the support, is 650 nm for all membranes. Figure 15 (a) shows a side view image of the unmasked membrane U72 and extensive support invasion is observed. The average thickness of the continuous support invasion is about 600 nm and there is also zeolite islands deposited as far as 20 μm down in the support. Figure 15 (b) shows a SEM side view of the membrane MCM205. Continuous support invasion with a thickness of approximately 300 nm is observed and no zeolite islands are observed in the support. Figure 15 (c) shows SEM side view images of M120K, M350K and M966K. All these membranes have irregular support invasion, with both thin continuous support invasion (to the right in the image), thick continuous support invasion (in the middle of the image) and zeolite islands in the support (to the left in the image).
Figure 15. Representative SEM side view images of (a) unmasked membrane U72, (b) masked membrane MCM205 and (c) showing both zeolite islands in the support and thick and thin continuous support invasion all which are present in the three membranes M120K, M350K and M996K.
5.3 Parameters affecting MFI membrane performance

5.3.1 Open grain boundaries

Open grain boundaries are believed to act as non-selective diffusion paths through the membrane, which will affect the membrane performance. In order to investigate this, a multiseeding method was developed in the present work and used to grow silicalite-1 membranes with small crystals (paper VI). Membranes with one to five seeding and hydrothermal treatments were prepared. The morphology of the films was discussed in section 5.2.1. The membranes grown in several steps were compared with membranes M36h and M96h grown in one step.

Membrane M36h is a high quality membrane with more than 99.5% of the permeance going through zeolite pores according to porosimetry data, see Figure 16 (b).

Figure 16. Porosimetry data for membranes M1-M5 (grown in several steps) and membrane M36h.

Figure 16 (a) shows that membranes M1 and M2 were of low quality; probably due to unclosed films. Membrane M5 had somewhat higher quality and membranes M3 and M4 were virtually defect-free. Figure 16 (b) also shows that membranes M3 and M4 are of similar quality as M36h. The SEM investigation showed that the thickness of the films in these three membranes were similar.
Table 6. Separation data for membrane M3 and a membrane grown in one step[29].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M36h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T (°C)</td>
<td>α</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-/is-butane</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-hexane/DMB</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-/o-xylene</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Membrane M3 was also characterised by separation tests. It was found that M3 had much lower separation factors than a membrane with similar film thickness grown in one step, see Table 6. This indicates that their might be intercrystalline pores not detected by porosimetry that have a negative effect on membrane quality.

As discussed in section 5.2.2 the exposure to aqueous solutions for 30 days increased the amount of non-zeolitic pores in silicalite-1 membranes. The pores were most likely open grain boundaries. Table 7 shows the results from the single gas permeation measurements, for membranes exposed for 30 days in all different media and for the membrane exposed for 24 hours in ammonia (A1). The single gas data follows the same trend as the porosimetry data, shown in section 5.2.2. Membrane A1 has the highest permeance ratios, indicating that this membrane has high quality, which was expected after only 24 hours of rinsing. For the membranes rinsed for 30 days only E30, the membrane exposed to ethanol for 30 days, has similar He permeance and permeance ratios. For the membranes rinsed for 30 days the helium permeance is increasing in the order E30<H30<T30<W30<A30<S30, and thus follows the increase in pores as shown with porosimetry. The increased single gas permeance is accompanied by a decrease in permeance ratios and hence a decrease in membrane quality.

Table 7. Single gas permeation data for selected samples at room temperature. Pressure drop was 0.5 bar or in one cases 0.3 bar (indicated with *) and the permeate was at atmospheric pressure in all cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>He permeance (10⁻⁷mol m⁻² s⁻¹ Pa⁻¹)</th>
<th>Permeance ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H₂/He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>122 ± 4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E30</td>
<td>110 ± 0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H30</td>
<td>128 ± 5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T30</td>
<td>189 ± 8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W30</td>
<td>213 ± 0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A30</td>
<td>261 ± 4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30</td>
<td>319*</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The conclusion from these results is that the amount of open grain boundaries is affecting the performance of MFI membranes. Both the amount of pores smaller than 1.1 nm not detected by porosimetry and an increased amount micro and mesopores leads to a reduction in membrane quality.

5.3.2 Calcination rate

In a previous study [52], it has been recommended to use a heating rate during calcination of 1°C/min since the authors speculated that a high heating rate may introduce defects in the membrane. A slow process is time consuming and a study to investigate the effect of varying calcination rates was therefore performed and reported in paper V and VII. Calcination was carried out at 500 °C for 6 hours with heating rates X varying from 0.2 °C/min to 5 °C/min. Figure 17 (a) shows average porosimetry data for two membranes with varying X and average data for 10 reference membranes (R.M.) with X=0.2. Figure 17 (b) shows p/o-xylene separation data for one membrane of each type (no average).

Porosimetry data shows that membranes with X=1.0 and X=2.0 had lower quality than membranes with X=0.2 and X=5.0. No difference is observed, i.e. data is overlapping, when comparing with the reference membranes from earlier work with calcination rate of 0.2°C / min [29]. Figure 17 (b) shows the separation factor of p/o-xylene for the four membranes and for a reference membrane. No correlation between calcination rate and separation performance is observed. For instance, at 200°C, the selectivity varies randomly with calcination rate. It can thus be concluded that calcination rate does not affect the properties of MFI membranes of this particular type.
5.3.3 Support invasion

In paper I the effect of support invasion on membrane quality was investigated. To vary the support invasion, supports were masked with different PMMA polymer. PMMA polymer (Sigma-Aldrich) with weight average molecular weights of 996K, 350K and 120K and PMMA polymer with trade name CM205 and molecular weight 90-100K were used. The effect of different PMMA polymers on zeolite film morphology was discussed in section 5.2.4.

Porosimetry data are shown in Figure 18. The membrane masked with the polymer CM205, has the highest quality of all membranes, with less than 1% of the permeance going through defects. Based on the permeance through defects the M996K membrane has the second best quality followed by M350K, M120K and finally the unmasked membrane U72, that has the lowest quality. The results are probably caused by the even support invasion and the absence of zeolite islands that was obtained when using CM205. Membranes M120K, M350K and M996K with certain areas of extensive support invasion and some with less invasion, will probably suffer from more stress, resulting in cracks. The results show that all masked membranes have higher quality than the unmasked membranes and that for high quality membranes, a thin and regular support invasion without zeolite islands in the support is optimal.

![Figure 18. Average porosimetry pattern for membranes masked with different PMMA polymer and for membranes U72.](image)
5.3.4 Si/Al ratio

In order to investigate the effect of Si/Al ratio on zeolite membrane performance, six silicalite-1 and six Na-ZSM-5 membranes were prepared and investigated in paper III. The membranes were investigated with single gas permeation measurements, porosimetry and multi-component separation of H₂O, H₂ and n-hexane. Table 8 shows the results from the single gas permeation measurements.

Table 8. Permeance and permeance ratios and averages with standard deviations for silicalite-1 membranes (S) and ZSM-5 membranes (Z).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>H₂</th>
<th>He</th>
<th>H₂/ N₂</th>
<th>H₂/ He</th>
<th>H₂/ SF₆</th>
<th>H₂/ CO₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>215.5±8.8</td>
<td>83.2±6.4</td>
<td>1.69±0.02</td>
<td>2.60±0.11</td>
<td>12.0±0.72</td>
<td>1.61±0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z1</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z2</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z4</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z5</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z6</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>156.8±14.7</td>
<td>58.2±3.8</td>
<td>1.48±0.04</td>
<td>2.69±0.11</td>
<td>20.0±1.74</td>
<td>1.25±0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that the reproducibility of the preparation procedure of the membranes is good since the membranes have the same film thickness (~500nm) and morphology. The differences in results should thus only be attributed to the difference in aluminium concentration. A lower H₂ and He permeance is observed for the ZSM-5 membranes compared to the silicalite-1 membranes. This may be attributed to the smaller pores in the ZSM-5 structure caused by the presence of Na⁺ counter ions. For the permeance ratios, the largest difference between the ZSM-5 and silicalite-1 membranes is observed for the H₂/ SF₆ ratio. The size of SF₆ molecule is closer to the critical diameter of the Na-ZSM-5 than the size of the small H₂ molecule, which might explain the much higher H₂/ SF₆ ratio for the Na-ZSM-5 membranes. The H₂/N₂ and H₂/CO₂ ratios are also lower for ZSM-5 than for silicalite-1, this is most probably caused by the enhanced surface diffusion for N₂ and CO₂ in the Na-ZSM-5 membrane due to stronger adsorption of these polarizable molecules.
molecules. Porosimetry measurements were also performed on three membranes of each kind; the porosimetry data show that both the ZSM-5 and Silicalite-1 has high quality.

![Silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 membranes selectivity](image)

**Figure 19.** $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{H}_2$ and $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{n-C}_6$ selectivity for Silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 membranes.

Multi-component separation experiments using two membranes of each type were performed and the selectivities are shown in Figure 19. At room temperature, the $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{H}_2$ selectivity is high for both membrane types and then it decreases with increasing temperature. The $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{H}_2$ separation factor is higher for ZSM-5 membranes than for silicalite-1 at temperatures below 180ºC, due to the stronger polarity in the ZSM-5 membranes. $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ will adsorb stronger in the more polar ZSM-5 membranes and block the pores, leading to a decreased $\text{H}_2$ permeance. For the discussion concerning the $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{n-C}_6$ separation factors see paper III.

Introducing aluminium in the structure will change the polarity of MFI membranes. The change in polarity will affect the permeation properties of the membranes. The more polar ZSM-5 membrane was found to be more water selective at lower temperatures in the multi-component separation experiment.

### 5.3.5 Film thickness

Figure 20 (a) shows the porosimetry pattern for membranes M36h (with a film thickness of 500 nm) and M96h (with a film thickness of 1100 nm). The effect of film thickness was discussed in paper IV and VII. In agreement with a previous report [59], the data shows that the membrane with a thicker film has significantly lower quality. In paper IV it was concluded that in thicker films, such as M96h, cracks are formed during calcination due to the intergrowth of crystals and that in thinner films, M36h, the crystals in the film are not well intergrown and hence the calcination will only lead to open grain boundaries and no cracks will be formed. In paper I, films with non-intergrown crystals were prepared, the porosimetry pattern for M3 and M5 are shown in Figure 20. The difference
in film thickness between M3 and M5 is approximately 400 nm and it was found that the quality decreased with increasing film thickness for these membranes as well. From the results, the quality thus seems independent of crystal size, but strongly dependent on film thickness. This decrease in quality from M3 to M5 could however be attributed to the increased amount of open grain boundaries and not to the film thickness itself. It can however be concluded that film thickness will affect membrane quality.

Figure 20. Porosimetry data for membranes (a) M36h and M96h and (b) M3 and M5.
6 Conclusions

In this thesis, several parameter and processes affecting MFI membrane quality have been investigated. The effect of crystal size, exposure to aqueous solutions and ethanol, calcination, support invasion, Si/Al ratio and film thickness were studied. Their individual effect on membrane morphology and/or membrane performance was discussed.

A novel method denoted multiseeding was developed and used to prepare membranes with a small crystallite size, independent of film thickness. The membranes showed poor separation of binary mixtures, possibly due to a large amount of open grain boundaries. The open grain boundaries could however not be detected by porosimetry, perhaps due to their small size. Open grain boundaries were also created by extensive rinsing. It was observed that prolonged exposure to several common rinsing media, such as water and ammonia, may reduce the membrane quality by increasing the amount of micro and meso-pores, believed to be in the form of open grain boundaries. Ethanol has no effect on membrane quality and was therefore identified as a safe rinsing media.

The heating rate during calcination is a parameter believed to affect MFI membrane performance. However no correlation between heating rate and membrane quality was observed. It was concluded that heating rate during calcination is not important for the investigated membrane types.

The effect of varying the support invasion was also investigated. It was found that the extent and regularity of the support invasion has an effect on membrane quality. To obtain high quality membranes thin and even support invasion is optimal.

The polarity of the MFI membranes were also changed by introducing aluminium in the structure. It was found that an increase of aluminium makes the membrane more polar which leads to an improved adsorption of, and selectivity for polar molecules.
It was found that thicker films (~1 μm) are more defective than thinner (~ 500 nm) films. During calcination the difference in thermal expansion between support and film results in stress. One possible explanation for the more extensive crack formation in thicker films is that in thick films, the crystals are more intergrown leading to crack formation when the thermal stress is released. It was however also found that thick films with small crystals also are more defective than thinner films.

The main conclusions from this work is that in order to obtain high quality membranes, the amount of grain boundaries, the film thickness and the support invasion should be controlled. The Si/Al ratio of the membrane should be chosen with respect to the application to obtain the best performance. In addition, it was shown that extensive exposure to aqueous solutions increases the amount of defects in micro and meso-pores in the membrane.
In the current work a detailed understanding of MFI membrane quality was obtained. This knowledge could be used to prepare high quality zeolite membranes with other zeolite structures, such as FAU and DDR, to be used in other applications.

Further investigations concerning the mechanical properties of the membranes could be conducted to learn how to minimize the defect formation. This includes fundamental investigations of the grain boundary structure in both thin (~500 nm) and thick (~1 μm) MFI films, as well as in membranes prepared with the multi-seeding method. This information could lead to a better understanding of the connection between grain boundaries, film thickness and defects.

It would also be interesting to investigate the possibility to reduce the amount and size of defects in thick films. This could possibly be achieved by reparation procedures or by using another support material. The support material should in such case have a thermal expansion coefficient close to the MFI thermal expansion coefficient, thus, minimal mismatch stresses would be generated.
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Abstract
In the present work, the effect of varied support invasion on quality of silicalite-1 membranes was studied. Controlled support invasion was achieved by variations in the support masking procedure. Membranes were masked with polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) with different molecular weight and quality to control the support invasion during subsequent growth of silicalite-1 films. Membranes were characterized with XRD, SEM, single gas permeation measurements and porosimetry. In general, decreased support invasion led to increased membrane quality. However, the regularity of support invasion also affected the membrane quality. It was found that an uneven support invasion was more detrimental to membrane quality than an even support invasion. The main conclusion from this work is that minimum and even support invasion is desirable for highest membrane quality.

Keywords: MFI membranes, support masking, support invasion

Introduction
A zeolite membrane with good quality is highly selective and has high permeance. Many factors such as film thickness, crystal orientation, grain boundaries and cracks affect the quality of a zeolite membrane [1-10]. To obtain high permeance, thin zeolite films are prepared on porous supports such as alumina and stainless steel for mechanical strength. The porosity of the support must be high to allow a high flux, which at the same time opens up for growth of zeolite in the support pores, a phenomenon denoted support invasion [5].

The support invasion results in increased total film thickness and thus creates a longer effective diffusion path through the zeolite, reducing the permeance through the membrane [11]. It is well known that crack formation can be caused by the mismatch in thermal expansion between support and zeolite film [3] and a strongly bonded support is thus believed
to result in more cracks in the film [10]. In previous work [11] it was shown that the amount of defects increased with increased support invasion.

Several methods to minimise support invasion have been reported. Lai et al. dipcoated the support with mesoporous silica [7] and Yan et al created a diffusion barrier by polymerising a mixture of furfuryl alcohol and TEOS in the support pores [12]. Hedlund et al. developed a two step support masking method to protect the support from zeolite growth [5, 11]. In this method, the support pores are completely filled with wax, leaving only a thin layer close to the surface free for film deposition.

In previous work by our group, the effect of support masking and thus reduced support invasion has been reported for both thinner and thicker silicalite-1 films [5, 11]. An improvement in both selectivity and permeance was observed for masked membranes. In the current work, the effect of varied support invasion is studied to fully understand the impact of support invasion on silicalite-1 membrane quality.
**Experimental**

*Membrane preparation*

Porous graded α-alumina micro-filtration filters (Inocermic GmbH, Germany), with a median pore size of 100 nm in the top layer were used as supports. The supports were masked as described earlier [5, 11]. The procedure is depicted in Figure 1 and described briefly below. After cleaning and drying, see Figure 1 (A), the support is coated with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) dissolved in aceton (B). The viscosity of this mixture is 30 cP. The coating is dried and the supports are submerged in molten wax in a vacuum oven in order to completely fill the support pores with wax (C). Finally, the PMMA coating is dissolved (D), which leaves a free support top surface available for film growth, while the interior of the support is protected from zeolite deposition.

![Figure 1. The masking procedure](image)

In previous work [5, 11], a PMMA polymer with trade name CM205 (Polykemi AB, Sweden) with a molecular weight (Mₘ) of 90-110 K was used. This polymer is sold in large quantities for injection moulding, extrusion moulding or compression moulding to produce for example sunglasses and car indicator covers. The PMMA CM205 contains heat stabilization additives disclosed by the producer, the form of the additives is however not specified. To vary the penetration of the PMMA layer and hence the zeolite support invasion, a range of PMMA polymers with different molecular weight were used in the present work in addition to CM205. These PMMA polymers were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and the weight average molecular weights (Mₘ) were 996K, 350K and 120K of the polymers used. Unlike CM205,
these polymers were free from additives. The concentrations of the various PMMA polymers in acetone were selected to arrive at a viscosity of 30 cP, see Table 1 for details.

After support masking, silicalite-1 films were grown as described earlier [5]. 60 nm silicalite-1 seeds were attached to the support surface and films were subsequently grown under hydrothermal treatment for 72 hours in a synthesis solution with the molar composition 3 TPAOH: 25 SiO2: 1500 H2O: 100 EtOH. The synthesis time was chosen to obtain a film with a thickness of about 700 nm that reproducibly crack. Please note that films with a thickness of 500 nm are crack free [5]. For comparison, a film was also grown on an unmasked support. The membranes were finally calcined at 500 °C to remove the wax from the support pores and to decompose the template. The sample codes are referring to the PMMA polymer used during masking, see Table 1. The membrane prepared without masking is denoted U72 as before [11]. Two membranes of each type were prepared and all results presented in this work are average values for two membranes if nothing else is stated.

Table 1. Sample codes, PMMA polymer used for masking and the concentration of PMMA in the acetone solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample code</th>
<th>PMMA used for coating</th>
<th>Concentration (w%) of PMMA solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U72</td>
<td>not coated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCM205</td>
<td>CM205</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M120K</td>
<td>Mw = 120K</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M350K</td>
<td>Mw = 335K</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M996K</td>
<td>Mw = 996K</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Characterization

The membranes were characterized by X-ray diffraction using a Siemens D5000 X-ray diffractometer running in Bragg- Brentano geometry. A Philips XL 30 scanning electron microscope with a LaB6 filament was used to study surface morphology and film thickness. All samples were sputtered with gold prior to investigation. The viscosity was measured with a Brookefield viscometer DV II+.

Directly after calcination, the membranes were mounted in a stainless steel cell for single gas permeation measurements of He, N2, H2 and SF6 gas at room temperature using a pressure drop of 0.5 bar and atmospheric permeate pressure. The membranes were also investigated
with n-hexane porosimetry [13]. The membranes were dried overnight at 300 °C in a flow of helium and the helium permeance was subsequently measured at room temperature. n-Hexane was then fed to the system with increasing partial pressure and the helium permeance at equilibrium was measured at each partial pressure. n-Hexane will block the pores of the membrane. At a relative pressure (p/p0) of n-hexane of 0.01, all pores smaller than 1.1 nm will be blocked, and as the relative pressure of n-hexane is increased larger and larger pores/defects will be blocked and the helium permeance will be reduced. The Horvath-Kawazoe, (micropores) and Kelvin (mesopores) equations were used to relate the n-hexane pressure to a certain pore diameter d, as described earlier [13-15]. In the present work the relative permeance through defects was defined as the remaining permeance after blocking pores smaller than 1.1 nm at p/p0 = 0.01 relative to the total permeance through the membrane at p/p0 = 0.
Results

All membranes were investigated with XRD after support masking and removal of the PMMA layer, prior to film growth. The polyethylene wax is crystalline and shows several weak diffraction peaks. Figure 2 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the strongest reflection (110) from the polyethylene wax in all masked samples and Table 2 shows the integrated intensities of the reflection. The intensity of the reflection was normalized to the alumina reflection at 25.7 ° 2θ, which was used as internal standard.

Figure 2. The (110) reflection from the wax in the masked support after removal of the PMMA layer. Average data of two samples of each type. The 101 reflection was normalized to the alumina peak of the support.

Membrane U72 is not masked and hence no wax reflection is observed and this support is fully accessible for support invasion. The integrated intensity of the wax reflection of the masked samples follows the molecular weight of the PMMA and is increasing in the order MCM205, M120K, M350K and M996K. A strong wax reflection is observed for sample MCM205, which shows that the wax is approaching the top surface of the support and thus protects most of the support from invasion, as reported earlier [11]. Even stronger wax reflections are observed for samples M120K, M350K and M996K, which shows that the wax is reaching even closer to the top surface of these samples. The difference in wax reflections for the different samples is probably attributed to the difference in molecular weight of the PMMA. A PMMA with high molecular weight will of course have long polymer chains. The long polymer chains will penetrate the support less and thus the wax will reach closer to the
support surface. However is should be kept in mind that these XRD data only indicate how close the wax on average reaches the top surface of the support.

Figure 3. Average normalised XRD patterns of two zeolite films of each type in the region 22-25° 2θ.

To estimate zeolite support invasion, additional XRD data was collected after growth of the silicalite-1 film. Figure 3 shows the XRD patterns of all membranes in the 2θ region with the strongest reflections. Since the XRD signal in this region emanates from the top surface of the film down to a depth of about approximately 10 μm, the signal will be the sum of the signal from the films grown on top of the support and any signal from support invasion above this depth. The integrated intensities of the (501) and (303) reflections of the zeolite are shown in Table 2. The strongest intensities are observed for the unmasked sample U72, followed by MCM205 and M120K, M350K and M996K. As expected, a reverse trend is observed for the integrated intensities of the zeolite reflections compared to the wax reflection. This shows that the molecular weight of the PMMA controls how close to the top surface of the support the wax is reaching, which in turn controls the zeolite support invasion.
Table 2. Normalized integrated intensities of the 110 reflection from the polyethylene wax and the (501) and (303) reflections from the zeolite film and weight gain. Average data for two membranes of each type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Wax reflection</th>
<th>Zeolite reflections</th>
<th>Weight gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(110)</td>
<td>(501)</td>
<td>(303)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U72</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCM205</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M120K</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M350K</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M996K</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The weight gain of the support after film synthesis and calcination was also measured and the results are shown in Table 2. The weight gain follows the same trend as the integrated intensities of the zeolite reflections. This is expected since both weight gain and integrated intensity of zeolite peaks reflects the total amount of zeolite on the support. Since all films were grown for 72h, the difference in intensity and weigh gain could only be attributed to differences in support invasion. The (501) and (303) reflections and the weight gain thus shows that the unmasked membrane U72 has significantly more support invasion than the masked membranes and that the masked membranes MCM205 has slightly more support invasion than the other masked membranes. However, the (501) reflection and especially the (303) reflection, show that the support invasion in samples M120K, M350K and M996K is similar.

Figure 4 shows SEM side view images of all membranes. The film thickness, i.e. the zeolite film grown on top of the support, is 650 nm for all membranes. Figure 4 (a) shows a side view image of the unmasked membrane U72. Extensive support invasion is observed. The average thickness of the continuous support invasion is 600 nm and there are also zeolite islands deposited as far as 20 µm down in the support. Figure 4 (b) shows a side view of the membrane MCM205. Continuous support invasion with a thickness of approximately 300 nm is observed and no zeolite islands are observed in the support. Figure 4 (c), (d) and (e) shows SEM side view images of M120K, M350K and M996K, respectively. Much more irregular support invasion is observed for these samples compared to membrane MCM205. For these
three membranes, areas with thin (100-300 nm) continuous invasion and areas with thicker continuous support invasion (300-700 nm) is observed and in addition zeolite islands are deposited in the support. Areas with continuous thin support invasion is shown to the right hand side in figure 4 (c), (d) and (e), and areas with continuous thicker support invasion is shown to the left in figure 4 (d) and (e) and in addition, a zeolite island is observed in the left part of figure 4 (d).

Figure 4. Representative SEM side view images of (a) unmasked membrane U72 (b) masked membrane CM205 and SEM side view images showing both extensive support invasion (to the left) and thin support invasion (to the right) for membranes (c)M120K (d)M350K and (e)M996K.

Figure 5 shows the porosimetry patterns for all membranes and Table 3 shows relative helium permeance through defects. The unmasked membrane U72 has the lowest initial permeance of all membranes (28 \times 10^{-7} \text{ mol/(m}^2\text{s Pa}) at \text{P/P}_0=0). This is probably caused by the extensive
support invasion in the form of continuous invasion and zeolite islands as observed by SEM and XRD data. The porosimetry data show that the relative permeance through defects is as much as 19%. The permeance at $P/P_0 > 0.7$ is very low for membranes U72, which indicates that no defects with a width larger than $\sim 9$ nm are present. The porosimetry data also show that membranes MCM205 have higher quality than all other membranes. The relative permeance through defects is as low as 0.9%. As for membranes U72, the permeance for MCM205 at $P/P_0 > 0.7$ is very low. Membranes M120K have the lowest quality of the masked membranes with more than 7% of the total helium permeance via defects. The porosimetry data also show that membranes M120K have the highest amount of larger defects since the He permeance is not approaching zero at $P/P_0 > 0.7$. Membranes M350K show some improvement in quality compared to membranes M120K, with 4.3% of the helium permeance via defects. After MCM205, M996K has the second best quality with 3.5% of the permeance via defects.

Table 3 shows single gas data and relative He permeance via defects for all membranes. Membranes U72 have the lowest He permeance and the lowest permeance ratios of all membranes. This is caused by extensive support invasion resulting in defects, as shown by
Membranes MCM205 have somewhat lower He permeance than the other masked membranes, probably related to an even and somewhat deeper continuous support invasion as indicated by XRD data and weight gain. Membranes MCM205 also have the highest single gas permeance ratios as a result of the excellent porosimetry data as already shown by porosimetry. Membranes M996K, M350K and M120K have significantly higher He permeance, higher relative helium permeance via defects and lower permeance ratios than membranes MCM205. These masked membranes are thus certainly more defective than membranes MCM205 although XRD data and weight gain showed that the average support invasion was even lower for these membranes than for membranes MCM205. It is likely that the varying continuous support invasion and/or the zeolite islands in the support of these membranes results in defects.

Table 3. Average He permeance and permeance ratios for two membranes of each type from single gas permeation data (pressure drop was 0.5 bar and the permeate was kept at atmospheric pressure in all cases) and relative He-permeance through defects larger than 1.1nm from porosimetry data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>He permeance ((10^{-7} \text{mol m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{Pa}^{-1}))</th>
<th>Relative He permeance through defects (%)</th>
<th>Permeance ratios</th>
<th>H₂/He</th>
<th>H₂/SF₆</th>
<th>N₂/He</th>
<th>He/SF₆</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U72</td>
<td>32 ± 12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCM</td>
<td>71 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120K</td>
<td>91 ± 2.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350K</td>
<td>84 ± 2.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>996K</td>
<td>82 ± 1.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the results show that masked membranes have significantly higher quality and permeances than unmasked membranes, as demonstrated earlier [11]. The membranes with the highest quality was MCM205. This is most likely due to even support invasion and the absence of zeolite islands that was not obtained for the other membranes. The additives in the PMMA CM205 may cause a more even penetration of the PMMA into the support, which may result in a more even continuous support invasion and no zeolite islands in the support. Uneven continuous support invasion and zeolite islands in the support may result in local stress during calcination, resulting in defects. The differences observed in quality between the membranes M120K, M350K, M996K could be attributed to the small difference in average support invasion as observed with XRD and weight gain.
Conclusions
This study shows that support invasion decreases the quality of silicalite-1 membranes. The investigation also demonstrates that the regularity of the support invasion is an important factor affecting MFI membrane quality. An even support invasion, without zeolite islands in the support is less detrimental for membrane quality than an uneven support invasion with zeolite islands in the support. To obtain high quality membranes the support invasion should as thin as possible, even and no zeolite islands should be present in the support.
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Abstract
The effects of long exposures to ethanol, water and 0.1 M aqueous solutions of ammonia, sodium hydroxide, TPAOH, and hydrochloric acid on thin TPA-silicalite-1 membranes were studied. Single gas permeation experiments, porosimetry and scanning electron microscopy were used to characterize the membranes. It was found that a short exposure (24h) will only dissolve synthesis residues and will not affect membrane quality negatively. The only media that had an effect after 24 hours was sodium hydroxide, which almost dissolved the film completely. After exposing TPA-silicalite-1 membranes for 30 days in the various liquids, the membrane quality decreased in the order ethanol < 0.1 M hydrochloric acid < 0.1 M TPAOH < water < 0.1 M ammonia < 0.1 M sodium hydroxide due to dissolution of the silicalite-1 crystals. This study has shown that prolonged exposure to aqueous solutions will lead to dissolution of silicalite-1 crystals causing an increase in micro- and meso-pores in the film. The amount and size of the pores will depend on the pH of the aqueous media. Higher pH gives a higher dissolution and hence more non-zeolitic pores in the silicalite-1 film. Ethanol has no effect on the dissolution of the zeolite film even after 30 days. This finding has an effect in several membrane applications such as pervaporation and separation of hydrocarbons isomer mixtures.

Keywords: MFI, membrane, liquid exposure, micro- and mesopore formation
Introduction

Zeolite membranes have the potential for use in various continuous separation processes and the pore diameter of the MFI structure is suitable for separation of many industrially important hydrocarbon isomers. Thin (about 1 μm) and defect free MFI films are essential for high flux and selectivity in the membrane processes [1, 2]. In previous work, several parameters affecting microstructure and defects in MFI films such as the effect of preferred orientation [2-4], grain boundaries [5-7], heating rate [8], and support masking [9] has been studied and reported. The influence of film texture on membrane performance has been reviewed [10] and a number of studies on crack formation mechanism have also been reported [11-13]. These reports focused on the thermal expansion and contraction of the MFI unit cell during calcination.

It is well know that all silicates are slightly soluble in water at room temperature and the solubility is 6 ppm and 100-130 ppm for quartz and amorphous silica, respectively [14]. Furthermore, dissolution of zeolites in, acidic media [15, 16] and in alkaline media [17-20] has been extensively studied. Treatment of zeolites in acidic media is often used to extract aluminium from the zeolite framework, in a process referred to as dealumination [16]. Desilication (extraction of Si) by alkaline treatment of zeolite crystals is carried out in order to increase the mesoporosity and enhance the catalytic reactivity [17, 18]. Zeolite membranes are often rinsed after synthesis in distilled water [12, 21] or aqueous ammonia solution [1] or other rinsing media in order to remove synthesis mixture from the membranes. The effect of an alkaline treatment on membrane performance was studied by Navajas et al [22]. They found that a short treatment dissolves non-zeolitic material and enhances the performance of mordenite membranes in pervaporation applications. Furthermore, in pervaporation applications, zeolite membranes are constantly exposed to liquids such as water or ethanol during operation [23]. Since the film in high flux zeolite membranes [1, 2] is quite thin and the solubility of silicates in most liquids is not negligible, it is clear that dissolution of the film during long exposures to liquids, during rinsing after synthesis or during operation in a pervaporation application, may be a problem that must be addressed. However, to the best of our knowledge, no systematic study of this has been reported in the scientific literature and the present study is devoted to this topic.
Experimental

TPA-silicalite-1 membranes with a film thickness of 400 nm were prepared as described in detail elsewhere [1] and a short description of the preparation procedure is given here.; The supports were masked with polyethylene wax and seeded with 60 nm TPA-silicalite-1 seeds and hydrothermally treated in an oil bath at 100 °C at atmospheric pressure under reflux for 30 hours. The molar composition of the synthesis solution was 3TPAOH : 25SiO₂ : 1500H₂O : 100EtOH. The alkali source was tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH, aqueous solution 40 %, AppliChem), and the silica source was tetraethoxysilane (TEOS,>98 %, Merck)

After hydrothermal treatment, the membranes were exposed to either anhydrous ethanol (E), distilled water (W), 0.1 M aqueous solutions of ammonia (A), sodium hydroxide (S), tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (T), or hydrochloric acid (H) for 24 hours or 30 days. For each exposure time and media, two membranes were prepared, i.e. 24 membranes were prepared in total. Hereafter, the samples will be denoted with self-explaining sample codes. The media will be indicated first, followed by the exposure time in days. All membranes were, after completed hydrothermal treatment, cooled to room temperature in the synthesis solution and subsequently rinsed with 50 ml media using a syringe. The membranes were subsequently placed in 30 ml media in a closed PE-tube for 30 days or 24 hours and the media was exchanged once every day. Finally, the membranes were calcined at 500 °C for 6 hours [1].

Single gas experiments at room temperature using helium, nitrogen, hydrogen and sulphur hexafluoride as probe molecules were carried out using a pressure drop of 0.5 bar with atmospheric permeate pressure. n-Hexane porosimetry was carried out at room temperature with a feed pressure of 30 to 115 kPa (depending on membrane quality) and atmospheric pressure at the permeate side. In n-hexane porosimetry [1, 24], the helium permeance is measured as a function of pressure of a condensable hydrocarbon, in this case n-hexane. The measurement starts at zero pressure of hydrocarbon and a dry membrane. In this case, helium will permeate through zeolite pores and all defects. When the pressure of the hydrocarbon is increasing in the experiment, zeolite pores and subsequently larger pores will be blocked by capillary condensation of the hydrocarbon. The Horvath-Kawazoe, (micropores) and Kelvin (mesopores) equations were used to relate the n-hexane pressure to a certain pore diameter d, [25, 26].

The Horvath-Kawazoe equation:
\[
RT \ln \left( \frac{P}{P_0} \right) = \frac{\Delta H_{AB}}{(d - d_0)} \left[ \frac{\sigma^{10}}{9d_0^4} - \frac{\sigma^4}{3d_0^4} - \frac{\sigma^{10}}{9(2d - d_0)^4} + \frac{\sigma^4}{3(2d - d_0)^4} \right]
\]

(1)

\[d_i = 2d - d_a, \quad d_o = \frac{d_i + d_a}{2}, \quad \sigma = \left( \frac{2}{5} \right) d_o\]

\[d_i = \text{adsorbent atom diameter}, \quad d_a = \text{diameter of the hydrocarbon molecule}\]

\[d = \text{half width of a slit shaped pore}\]

The Kelvin equation:

\[
d_i = \frac{-2\gamma V_m}{RT \ln(P/P_0)}
\]

\[\gamma = \text{surface tension}, \quad V_m = \text{molar volume}\]

At a relative pressure of n-hexane of 0.01, i.e. at the first point with n-hexane in the feed, all pores smaller than 1.1 nm are blocked according to equation (1) [23]. At a relative pressure of 0.025, pores smaller than 2.65 nm are blocked according to equation (2) [23].

A Phillips XL30 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with a LaB6 filament was used to record SEM images. All samples were sputtered with gold prior to investigation.

X-ray diffraction patterns were collected with a Siemens D5000 equipped with grazing incidence attachment (long soller slits and LiF – monochromator). The incidence angle was kept at 1° and 2θ was scanned between 22.5-27°. The step size was 0.02° and the time per step was 30 s. The patterns obtained were refined with a least square model with a Lorentz line shape function and a common shape and width was used. The error between refined and experimental data is indicated by the reliability index (RI) defined as

\[
RI = \frac{\sum I_0 - I_c}{\sum I_0}
\]

(3)

The silica content in the 0.1 M ammonia solution after storing the membrane was detected by ICP-AES (Analytica, Sweden).
Results and discussion

As a reference, average porosimetry data with error bars for 10 membranes (A3) prepared in previous work [1], is given in Figure 1 a). These membranes were rinsed in a media A, (0.1 M ammonia) solution for 3 days. As published before [21], the A3 membranes have high flux and good separation performance for hydrocarbon isomers.
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Figure 1. Average porosimetry data for 2 membranes of each type exposed to various medias for 1 day (a), and 30 days (b). Average data for 10 reference membranes of type A3 from previous work [21] is also shown in (a).

The porosimetry patterns (average for 2 membranes) for the membranes prepared in the present work and exposed for 24 hours are shown in Figure 1 a. For all membranes (E1, W1, A1, T1 and H1) except S1, a large permeance drop is observed in the range 0 < p/p0 < 0.01, indicating that most of the helium permeate through pores smaller than 1.1 nm in these samples. A careful inspection of the data indicates that these membranes have similar high quality as the 10 reference membranes of type A3, since all data points from the membranes in the present work fall within standard deviation for the ten reference membranes. Table 1 shows relative permeances through various pore width intervals derived from the porosimetry data. More than 99 % of the helium permeance is via pores smaller than 1.1 nm for all membranes exposed for 1 day except S1. Most of the helium permeance for S1 (71%) is through pores larger than 2.65 nm, indicating that these “membranes” have a large amount of defects in the form of meso- and macropores, probably caused by severe film dissolution.

Porosimetry data for membranes rinsed for 30 days are shown in Figure 1b and a clear trend is observed. Only membranes E30 are of similar high quality, with little permeance through mesopores and macropores, as the ten reference membranes. The helium flow
through pores larger than 1.1 nm is increasing in the order E30<H30<T30=W30<A30<S30. Table 1 shows that as much as about 30% of the helium permeates via pores with diameter $d$ between 1.1 nm and 2.65 nm for samples T30 and W30. Even more pores in this range are present in sample A30, 50% of the helium permeance is via these pores. The large amount of pores in the range 1.1 - 2.65 nm may be caused by dissolution of the zeolite crystals in the grain boundaries between crystals in the film, which should be accompanied by dissolution of zeolite on top of the film, the latter resulting in slightly thinner films. The pores may also form due to dissolution of non-zeolitic material, such as residues from the synthesis mixture, trapped in the grain boundaries. The data shows that samples A30 have a significant amount of pores larger than 2.65 nm and the helium permeance at $p/p_0 = 0$ is $290 \text{ mol/(m}^2 \cdot \text{s} \cdot \text{Pa)}$. For comparison, a blank support without film has a helium permeance of about $300 \times 10^{-7} \text{ mol/(m}^2 \cdot \text{s} \cdot \text{Pa)}$ at $p/p_0 = 0$. The results for A30 indicate that this dissolution process has reached even further and that the films on samples S30 probably have dissolved completely.

Table 1. Relative permeance through various pore width intervals in the membranes (average for two membranes of each type).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$d &lt; 1.1 \text{ nm}$</th>
<th>$1.1 \text{ nm} &lt; d &lt; 2.65 \text{ nm}$</th>
<th>$2.65 \text{ nm} &lt; d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>99,0</td>
<td>0,51</td>
<td>0,47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>99,5</td>
<td>0,34</td>
<td>0,17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>99,5</td>
<td>0,34</td>
<td>0,19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1</td>
<td>99,1</td>
<td>0,72</td>
<td>0,23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>99,1</td>
<td>0,37</td>
<td>0,52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0,96</td>
<td>33,9</td>
<td>65,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E30</td>
<td>98,9</td>
<td>0,62</td>
<td>0,51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H30</td>
<td>94,0</td>
<td>5,58</td>
<td>0,39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T30</td>
<td>71,7</td>
<td>27,8</td>
<td>0,47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W30</td>
<td>71,7</td>
<td>27,1</td>
<td>1,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A30</td>
<td>36,0</td>
<td>50,1</td>
<td>13,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30</td>
<td>2,81</td>
<td>26,7</td>
<td>70,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 shows representative SEM top view images of A1, E1, A30 and E30. Comparing A1, A30, E1 and E30 there is no obvious difference in surface morphology. This demonstrates the importance of using single gas permeation data and porosimetry to study membrane quality.
Figure 2. SEM surface images of the membranes A1(a), E1 (b), A30 (c) and E30 (d).

Figure 3. SEM side view images of the membranes A1 (a), E1 (b), A30 (c) and E30 (d).
Figure 3 shows side views of samples A1, E1, A30 and E30. The film thickness for A1 and E1 is about 400 nm. The images also show that the film on A30 (3c) is thinner than the film in the other membranes. The film thickness, measured with SEM, for all membranes prepared is shown in table 2.

Table 2 shows results from the single gas permeation measurements, film thickness and pH in the aqueous solutions. All membranes prepared in the present work have higher single gas helium permeance than the ten reference membranes A3. This is probably due to slightly thinner films (c.f. Table 2) in the present work compared to the ten reference membranes. According to porosimetry data these membranes had similar quality as A3, showing that the lower permeance ratios is not an indication of defects. The high permeance will result in reduced permeance ratios due to increased relative pressure drop over the support, where Knudsen diffusion is the dominating transport mechanism [27].

Table 2. pH in the rinsing media, approximate film thickness measured with SEM and single gas permeation data for selected samples at room temperature. Pressure drop was 0.5 bar or in two cases 0.3 bar (indicated with *) and the permeate was at atmospheric pressure in all cases. No film thickness was possible to measure for sample S1 in accordance with the very high helium permeance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>He permeance ( \times 10^{-7} \text{mol m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{Pa}^{-1} )</th>
<th>Permeance ratios</th>
<th>Film thickness nm</th>
<th>pH in aq. solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>872 ± 6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>121 ± 6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>106 ± 2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>104 ± 3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1</td>
<td>115 ± 3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>122 ± 4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>322*</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E30</td>
<td>110 ± 0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H30</td>
<td>128 ± 5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T30</td>
<td>189 ± 8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W30</td>
<td>213 ± 0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A30</td>
<td>261 ± 4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S30</td>
<td>319*</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The single gas data for samples exposed for 30 days supports the conclusions from porosimetry data. Samples E30 maintain similar helium permeance as the best membranes.
exposed for 1 day and thus similar high quality and the helium permeance is increasing and the quality is decreasing in the order E30<H30<T30<W30<A30. The increased single gas permeance is accompanied by a decrease in the H2/He and N2/He ratios as expected due to higher relative pressure drop over the support [27]. This increase in permeance and decrease in permeance ratios could be explained both by the decrease in film thickness, as observed with SEM (c.f. Table 2 and discussion below) and the increase of pores > 1.1 nm as indicated by porosimetry data (c.f. Table 1). The observed reduction in film thickness by SEM, thus supports the hypothesis that the zeolite crystals are dissolved. The pH of each aqueous solution is shown in Table 2 and it implies a connection between pH and membrane quality. For the samples E30, H30, W30, A30, S30 the corresponding pH is – (not defined), 1, 7, 11 and 13 and the helium permeances are 110, 128, 213, and 319. The results show a minimum dissolution at the low pH then an increase in dissolution with pH. The dissolution rate of silica also shows an increase with pH [14], but previous reports on zeolite dissolution shows minimum dissolution rate at neutral pH [28, 29]. These experiments were however performed on “real” aluminosilicates and at low pH, aluminium is preferentially dissolved [16, 29]. The discrepancy between the results obtained in this study and that in the literature regarding the presence of a minimum near pH 7 could be due to the difference in experimental procedures, with the current study performed using silicalite-1 films. The samples T30 are a special case, it is known that the TPA+ ion has a stabilizing effect on the MFI structure [30, 31].

The (H2, N2)/SF6 ratios for membranes exposed for 30 days does not follow exactly the same trend observed by porosimetry and H2/He and N2/He single gas permeance ratios. This is explained by the fact that a large fraction of the SF6 transport in the substrate occurs via Poiseuille flow, while all other molecules are transported via Knudsen diffusion [27]. As the permeance increases due to more pores > 1.1 nm and a thinner film, the relative pressure drop over the substrate will increase, and thus the total pressure in the substrate will increase, which will favor the SF6 transport via Poiseuille flow. This explains why the (H2, N2)/SF6 ratios are almost constant for the samples H30, T30, W30 and A30, although both porosimetry and gas/helium ratios clearly show that the quality is varying for these samples, as discussed in [32].

Figure 4 shows XRD patterns for the same sample after 24h (A1) and 30 days (A30) of exposure to a 0.1 M ammonia solution. The integrated intensity of the silicalite-1 reflections is higher (6.74 cps*deg) for A1 than for A30 (5.76 cps*deg), which is accompanied by an opposite trend for reflection from the alumina support at 25.7 º 2θ. In concert with porosimetry, single gas permeation, and SEM results, the XRD data indicates that some of the
zeolite film has dissolved on samples A30, causing a reduction of zeolite reflections (less zeolite) and increased alumina reflection (less X-ray absorption of the zeolite film on top of the support).

Figure 4. XRD patterns on the same silicalite-1 membrane after storing in ammonia for 24h (A1) and 30 days (A30) in the 20 range 22-27 º (a) and 22.5-25 º (b).

The width (FWHM) of the 501 reflection at 23.2° 2θ for the silicalite-1 film was estimated after refinement and was 0.12 ° 2θ for A1 and 0.136° 2θ for A30. The error R1 between refined and experimental data was 4% for A1 and A30, indicating a good fit of the refined data. The FWHM of a quartz standard sample comprised of large crystals without defects, strain or stress was 0.07 ° 2θ. In concert with all other data, the broader reflection for sample A30 compared to A1, indicates that the zeolite crystals are smaller in sample A30, likely caused by dissolution of zeolite due to the long exposure to the 0.1 M ammonia solution.

The silicon content in the last 0.1 M ammonia solution used to expose samples A1 and A30 was 24.8 ppm and 0.6 ppm, respectively. The initially high content of silicon in the solution indicates that first synthesis residues and amorphous silica are dissolved. Once the synthesis residues are removed the ammonia will slowly dissolve the film as indicated by XRD and SEM.

These finding leads us to the following hypothesis concerning the creations of micro- and mesopores in TPA-Silicalite-1 films due to exposure of aqueous solutions:

It is most probable that the increased porosity is open grain boundaries, since the investigation was performed on TPA-silicalite-1 membranes. The rate of dissolution and hence the size and amount of extra pores, will depend on the pH of the solution, an increase in pH will lead to an increase in porosity. Depending on the texture of the grain boundaries, the
pores will be created differently. If there is non-zeolitic material, such as amorphous silica, in-between the grains the pores will probably be created faster. If the crystal boundaries are intergrown the creation will be slower and relative to the decrease in film thickness.
Conclusions

The present work has shown that the micro- and meso-porosity increased in thin silicalite-1 membranes in a controlled way by long exposure to aqueous solutions at room temperature. This may be used intentionally to create pores in zeolite membranes but it also has effect on the lifetime of zeolite membranes in for example pervaporation applications. The porosity increases with the pH of the solution, from a very low increase at pH 1 to a complete dissolution of the film at pH 13.

A short exposure to aqueous solutions has no effect on the porosity of the membrane, except for an exposure to 0.1M sodium hydroxide solution (pH 13), which will dissolve the film already after 24 hours. Short exposure to aqueous solutions such as ammonia and pure water will only dissolve synthesis residues and amorphous silica. This short exposure is therefore excellent to use on membranes after synthesis to remove residues without increasing then on-zeolitic porosity. Ethanol has no effect on the sililicate-1 membranes and could be considered as a storing media for zeolite membranes.
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Abstract

MFI films with a thickness of about 550 nm were prepared on α-alumina substrates. The surface Si/Al ratios (XPS) were 157 and 62 for silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 films, respectively, and in accordance, XRD data indicated lower ratios for ZSM-5 films. Higher ratios were observed by ICP-AES for crystals grown in the bulk of the synthesis mixtures. Six membranes of each type were prepared. Porosimetry measurements showed that all membranes were of high and similar quality. Single gas permeances for H2, N2, He, CO2 and SF6 at 25 °C were very similar within each type of membranes. However, the average hydrogen permeance was 27% lower and the average H2/SF6 single gas permeance ratio was 67% higher for ZSM-5 membranes. These differences are attributed to a narrower effective pore diameter for the ZSM-5 membranes due to the sodium counter ions. Separation of mixtures of H2O, H2 and n-hexane (helium balance) was investigated in the temperature range 25–350 °C. The highest separation factors α-H2O/H2 were observed at 25 °C and were 14.3 and 19.7 for silicalite-1 and ZSM-5, respectively. The membranes were selective also at 100 °C and the separation factors were about 3.2 and 6 for silicalite-1 and ZSM-5, respectively. However, the selectivity decreased at elevated temperatures and the separation factor approached 1 at temperatures above 180 °C for both membrane types. The observed water selectivity was attributed to weak adsorption of water on polar sites. A low (1.5–3) α-H2O/n-C6 separation factor was observed for both membrane types for the entire investigated temperature range.
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1. Introduction

Molecular sieve films with well-defined pores may be used for a variety of purposes such as for membrane applications [1,2], optical sensors [3–5] and electronic functions [6]. Zeolite membranes are particularly interesting for separation as they can withstand the harsh thermal and chemical conditions of many industrial processes [7] where other (organic) membranes are often found shortcoming due to their limited temperature stability. The microstructure of zeolites allows for separation of mixtures with small and similar molecular diameters. Synthesis, characterization and separation performance of various zeolite membranes have been studied including silicalite-1 [8–11], ZSM-5 [12–15], zeolite A [16] and zeolite Y [17,18]. MFI type membranes have gained particular interest in separation due to similar pore diameter of these zeolites to the critical diameter of many industrially important molecules.

Separation by zeolite membranes is due to molecular sieving and/or preferential adsorption and/or diffusion effects [19]. The transport in the membranes may be governed by the dominance of either of the mechanisms or a combination. The separation selectivity in zeolite
membranes varies significantly with the structure, crystal orientation, film thickness, Si/Al ratio, adsorption effects, composition and kinetic diameter of the permeating species [19]. By changing the Si/Al ratio in the zeolite the polarity of a membrane can be adjusted. A more hydrophilic membrane would adsorb polar molecules more strongly and block the pores for transport of other species as a result of the stronger adsorption.

Zeolite A membranes have been applied in large-scale pervaporation plants for solvent dehydration [2]. However, these zeolite films are often as thick as 30 μm hence show a high mass transfer resistance. Besides dehydration processes, many currently relevant reactions take place in the presence of water, e.g. the Fischer–Tropsch (FT) synthesis: yielding hydrocarbons and water from H2 and CO, or steam reforming of hydrocarbons for H2 production. It has been reported that water may deactivate the FT catalyst [20,21], hence selective removal of water may benefit the FT synthesis, whereas selective removal of H2 would improve equilibrium for steam reforming. Although water vapor may be present in small amounts in many potential streams for membrane applications, its effect on the separation efficiency has gained little attention [15,22]. Furthermore, if a thin zeolite membrane is prepared, the permeance of gases through the membrane will be high [23] reducing the required membrane area to process a certain stream.

In the present work, 550 nm MFI membranes with different Si/Al ratios were explored for separation of water/hydrogen mixtures in the presence of hydrocarbons. All parameters such as film thickness, preferred orientation and conditions during testing were kept constant in order to evaluate the effect of the Si/Al ratio in the film on the separation.

2. Experimental

2.1. Membrane fabrication

Commercial asymmetric α-alumina microfiltration filters (Inocermic GmbH) with a disk diameter of 25 mm were used as supports. The average pore size was 100 nm in the 30 μm thick top-layer and 3 μm in the 3 mm thick bottom layer. The supports were masked and seeded as described previously [23]. TPA-silicalite-1 seeds with an average crystal size of 60 nm were used for seeding of the masked supports. The seeds were prepared from a synthesis solution with the molar composition 9 TPAOH:25 SiO2:1450 H2O:100 EtOH for silicalite-1 films and 3 TPAOH:0.25 Al2O3:Na2O:25 SiO2:1600 H2O:100 EtOH for ZSM-5 films. Hence the Si/Al ratios for silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 synthesis solutions were infinite and 50, respectively. The Na/Al ratio is 4 in the ZSM-5 synthesis mixture. Film synthesis was carried out in a polyethylene tube under reflux. The tube was heated by an oil bath kept at 100 °C and the surface of each support was directed almost vertically but slightly tilted downwards to avoid any sedimentation or attachment of gas bubbles from the boiling synthesis solution on the surface of the film. The ratio between membrane area and volume of synthesis solution was approximately 15 m⁻³.

However, the seeding and synthesis geometries have been varied during the years within a range and no effect on film quality has been observed. For the sake of simplicity, films grown in a silicalite-1 synthesis mixture were denoted “silicalite-1” and films grown in a ZSM-5 synthesis solution were denoted “ZSM-5”. The silicalite-1 membranes were grown by hydrothermal treatment for 36 h and the ZSM-5 membranes for 27 h in order to obtain similar film thicknesses. Six replicates of each membrane type were fabricated and labelled Sx or Zx, where S and Z denote silicalite-1 and ZSM-5, respectively. The letter “x” in the label is the sample number from 1 to 6. After hydrothermal treatment the membranes were cooled in the synthesis solution and rinsed with a 0.1 M NH3 solution for 24 h. Since each support was masked [23], the interior of each support was completely filled with polyethylene wax and the top surface was accessible for seeding. Therefore, no zeolite will grow inside and only a small amount of zeolite may grow on the back and lateral sides, while a dense zeolite film may grow on top of each support. After film growth, the membranes were calcined at 500 °C for 6 h with a heating rate of 0.2 °C/min and a cooling rate of 0.3 °C/min, in order to remove template molecules, cationic polymer molecules used for seeding and hydrocarbon wax used for masking.

2.2. Physical characterisation

A Philips XL30 scanning electron microscope equipped with a LaB6 emission source running at 30 kV was used to study film thickness and morphology of the membranes. The samples were coated with a thin gold film by sputtering prior to investigation. X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were recorded using a Siemens D5000 diffractometer. Samples were investigated in the two-theta range 5–50° in Bragg-Brentano geometry. Two-theta scans in the range 44.6–46.1° were also performed with grazing incidence angle (1.0°) and thin film accessories, i.e. a long Soller slit and a LiF monochromator was used in this case. The latter data was used to determine the positions of the two MFI peaks at approximately 45.0 and 45.5, 2θ in an attempt to estimate the Si/Al ratio of the MFI film as described by Bibby et al. [24] for MFI powder. Elemental analysis of the film surface was carried out by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a KRATOS Axis Ultra electron
spectrometer. ICP-AES measurements of the elemental composition of the zeolite crystals that formed in the bulk of the synthesis mixture during film growth were performed.

2.3. Permeation measurements

n-Hexane (n-C₆) porosimetry was used to estimate the quality of the prepared membranes. The porosimetry experiment is described in detail elsewhere [23,25]. It has been shown that porosimetry can be used to estimate the amount and size distribution of defects in zeolite membranes and that this method is more informative than single gas permeation measurements [26–28]. Single gas permeation measurements of H₂, N₂, He, SF₆, and CO₂ were carried out directly after the calcination procedure. The membranes were mounted in a stainless steel cell. Rubber gaskets were used for measurements at room temperature and graphite gaskets were used above room temperature. An absolute pressure difference of 1 bar was applied, and the flow through the membrane was measured using a flowmeter (ADM 1000, J&W Scientific). No sweep gas was used during single gas measurements.

Separation experiments were performed using a Wicke-Kallenbach apparatus. The membranes were mounted in a stainless steel cell and sealed with graphite gaskets. Hydrogen and helium were fed by three mass flow controllers to saturators kept at 20 °C by a thermostat bath. 500 ml/min of helium were fed to a water saturator, 50 ml/min of helium were fed to a n-C₆ saturator, and 400 ml/min of hydrogen were fed to a water saturator. The feed composition for the separation measurements was thus 42 kPa hydrogen, 2.1 kPa water, 0.71 kPa n-C₆, and helium balance to a total of 101.3 kPa at a flowrate of 977 ml/min (STP). Helium at 200 ml/min (STP) was used as sweep gas with a pressure of 101.3 kPa. This feed composition was selected to approach a Fischer–Tropsch reaction mixture, while keeping the system as simple as possible. A thermocouple (type K) was connected to the membrane cell in order to record the temperature at the membrane. A Varian 3800 GC equipped with a capillary column and two packed columns (molecular sieve and chromosorb) was connected online. Thermal conductivity and flame ionisation detectors connected in series were used for quantitative analysis of the gas compositions. Helium was used as the carrier gas. Membranes were reactivated in situ at 400 °C in flowing helium for 8 h at the end of each permeation measurement. The separation factor was calculated as follows:

\[
\alpha_i = \frac{(x_i/x_j)_\text{perm}}{(x_i/x_j)_\text{feed}}
\]

with \(x_i\) = mole fraction of species \(i\).

It should be noted that the fraction of any component in the feed crossing the membrane remained below 11% even at the highest temperatures in this work. This is important, since the composition on the feed side of the membrane then can be approximated with the feed composition when calculating the permeance and separation factors (Eq. (1)).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Physical characterization

Fig. 1a and b show side view images and Fig. 1c and d show surface images of silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 films, respect-

![Fig. 1. Side view images, (a) and (b), and surface images, (c) and (d), of silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 films, respectively.](image-url)
tively. The film thickness was about 550 nm for both the silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 films. Both films appeared dense.

Fig. 2 shows XRD diffractograms of a silicalite-1 and a ZSM-5 membrane in the two-theta interval 5–50°. The very strong peaks at about 25.6°, 35.1°, 37.8° and 43.4°, 2θ emanate from the alumina support. The remaining peaks are typical for weakly α-oriented MFI films grown by this procedure and similar results have been reported before [23].

Table 1 shows the integrated intensity of the MFI peak at 25.6°, 2θ as internal standard. The exact position of the two MFI peaks at approximately 45.0° and 45.5°, 2θ were determined in an attempt to estimate the Si/Al ratio of the MFI film as described by Bibby et al. [24] for MFI powder. They showed that the difference in angle, Δ(2θ), between the two peaks is inversely proportional to the aluminum content in MFI powder. For the MFI films prepared in the present work, Δ(2θ) was 0.446 ± 0.01° (average and 95% confidence interval for four samples) and 0.344 ± 0.01° for silicalite-1 and ZSM-5, respectively. It is possible that a calibration curve for zeolite powder is not applicable for determination of the aluminum content in zeolite films, due to strain in films amongst other factors. However, since a larger Δ(2θ) was observed for silicalite-1, this indicates a higher Si/Al ratio for this sample.

In order to appreciate the composition of the zeolite better, in particular the Si/Al ratio, additional characterization of the membrane surface with XPS and of the crystals formed in the bulk of the synthesis mixture with ICP-AES was carried out. In accordance with the XRD observations, XPS showed that the Si/Al ratio on the membrane surface was 157 for silicalite-1 and 62.4 for ZSM-5. These ratios should be compared with the ratios in the synthesis mixtures, which were infinite and 50, for silicalite-1 and ZSM-5, respectively. It is likely that some aluminum leached from the support and was incorporated in the zeolite during film growth, which may explain the low Si/Al ratio observed by XPS for the silicalite-1 membrane surface. Furthermore, some of the aluminum detected on the surface by XPS may be non-framework aluminum, not affecting the crystal structure for silicalite-1 and ZSM-5. A higher aluminum concentration in the ZSM-5 system was also supported by the ICP-AES results for the zeolite crystals that formed in the bulk of the synthesis mixture during growth of the zeolite membranes. The observed Si/Al ratios were >1441 (Al below the detection limit) for silicalite-1 bulk crystals and 383 for ZSM-5 bulk crystals. The Si/Na ratios in these crystals were >625 (Na below the detection limit) and 59 for silicalite-1 and ZSM-5, respectively. The ZSM-5 crystals were thus in the sodium form (Na-ZSM-5), as expected from a synthesis mixture with a Na/Al ratio of 4. It should be noted that the bulk composition of the zeolite crystals that formed in the bulk of the synthesis mixture may differ significantly from the bulk composition of the film in the zeolite membrane due to at least two reasons: As stated above, aluminum may be incorporated in the growing zeolite film due to leaching of the support and the film is grown from seeds, while the crystals that form in the bulk of the synthesis solution grow from nuclei. However, all analyses of the elemental composition of the samples show more aluminum in the ZSM-5 system.

3.2. Permeation measurements

All membranes were first evaluated by single gas experiments (cf. Table 2). It should be noted that single gas permeance ratios are a function of membrane quality, film thickness, morphology, test conditions [27] and chemical composition, i.e. Si/Al ratio. However, in the present work, membrane quality, film thickness, morphology and test conditions were kept constant. Almost constant permeances were obtained within each group of membranes, which indicate that the quality of these membranes is similar.

The silicalite-1 membranes show on average 43% higher He permeance and 37% higher H2 permeance, which may be attributed to steric constraints of the counter ions and hence reduced effective pore diameter in ZSM-5. Since the permeance of these molecules appear to be influenced
by pore size and the observed average H₂/He permeance ratio is 2.6–2.7 for both membrane types, which is significantly above the Knudsen ratio of 1.4, these results indicate that the transport of these molecules may involve both Knudsen like diffusion and surface (configurational) diffusion. This hypothesis is supported by work reported by Xiao and Wei [27]. In their hypothesis, H₂ and He are probably transported by Knudsen diffusion in ZSM-5, but the system is a borderline case to configurational diffusion.

The average permeance ratio of H₂/He for the two membrane types differ by as little as about 3%, indicating that these molecules are not influenced by polarisation and/or adsorption effects due to different chemical composition of the membrane types. In contrast, the average H₂/N₂ and H₂/CO₂ permeance ratios differ more for the two membrane types and are 15–30% lower for the ZSM-5 membranes. The lower H₂/N₂ and H₂/CO₂ permeance ratios observed for ZSM-5 is caused by enhanced transport of N₂ and CO₂ due to their larger quadrupolar moment, probably by enhanced surface diffusion in addition to Knudsen like diffusion.

The average H₂/SF₆ permeance ratio is 67% higher for the ZSM-5 membranes, as a result of a much larger reduction of SF₆ permeance compared to H₂ for ZSM-5. The size of the SF₆ molecule is closer to the critical diameter of the NaZSM-5 pores compared to the H₂ molecule, which maybe explains why the SF₆ permeance is reduced more than the H₂ permeance in NaZSM-5.

Fig. 3 illustrates n-C₆ porosimetry data for three silicalite-1 (a) and three ZSM-5 (b) membranes. As was also indicated by single gas data, all these membranes have high and similar quality since the He permeance drops about 99% when the relative partial pressure of n-C₆ is increased from 0 to ~0.01. A relative pressure of ~0.01 of n-C₆ blocks the zeolite pores and the remaining flow permeates via pores (defects) larger than the zeolite pores [23,25,26]. In accordance with the single gas experiments, a difference in helium permeance at relative pressure of 0 is observed for the two membrane types. The helium permeance for silicalite-1 is 67.7 ± 10⁻⁷ ± 9.1 × 10⁻⁷ mol·m⁻²·Pa⁻¹, whereas the permeance for ZSM-5 is 51.9 ± 10⁻⁷ ± 6.3 × 10⁻⁷ mol·m⁻²·Pa⁻¹ (average and standard deviation for three samples). These helium permeances are slightly smaller than what was observed in the single gas experiments, which may be caused by some coke deposition during the separation measurements. The porosimetry measurements were carried out after separation measurements.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>H₂</th>
<th>He</th>
<th>H₂/N₂</th>
<th>H₂/He</th>
<th>H₂/SF₆</th>
<th>H₂/CO₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>215.5 ± 8.8</td>
<td>83.2 ± 6.4</td>
<td>1.69 ± 0.02</td>
<td>2.60 ± 0.11</td>
<td>12.0 ± 0.72</td>
<td>1.61 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z1</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z2</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z4</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z5</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z6</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>156.8 ± 14.7</td>
<td>58.2 ± 3.8</td>
<td>1.68 ± 0.04</td>
<td>2.69 ± 0.11</td>
<td>20.0 ± 1.74</td>
<td>1.25 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Averages are given with standard deviations. CO₂ permeance was not measured on all membranes.
3.3. Separation experiments

Fig. 4 shows separation factors and permeances for two membranes of each type. The data are similar for each membrane type, indicating excellent reproducibility in membrane preparation and testing. Fig. 4a shows the H₂O/H₂ and H₂O/\(n\)-C₆ separation factors for membranes S5 and S6 as a function of temperature. At 25 °C, the average separation factor \(\alpha\)-H₂O/H₂ was 14.3. The membranes were selective also at 100 °C and the average separation factor was 3.2. This high separation factor is attributed to adsorption of water on polar sites, especially at low temperature. The separation factor approach 0.75 at temperatures above 150 °C. The separation factor \(\alpha\)-H₂O/\(n\)-C₆ increases from 1.5 to 3 within the investigated temperature range.

Fig. 4b shows the H₂O/H₂ and H₂O/\(n\)-C₆ separation factors for membranes Z4 and Z5 as a function of temperature. A similar trend for the H₂O/H₂ separation factor is observed for these membranes, but the separation factors are higher (2 times at 100 °C) at temperatures below 180 °C which is attributed to stronger polarity in ZSM-5. Similarly, the \(\alpha\)-H₂O/\(n\)-C₆ separation factor is increasing with temperature from 1.5 to 2.2 between 25 °C and 400 °C.

Fig. 4c and d shows the permeances as a function of temperature. The hydrogen permeance increases two orders of magnitude with increasing temperature. At low temperatures, the pores are probably blocked by water and/or \(n\)-C₆ as in the porosimetry experiment. Silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 with high Si/Al should adsorb hydrocarbons in favor of water and it is thus likely that \(n\)-C₆ is responsible for more pore blocking than water although the concentration was three times lower. These molecules are desorbed at least partially at higher temperatures, allowing hydrogen to permeate. The hydrogen permeance at 350 °C is approximately \(6 \times 10^{-7}\) mol m⁻² Pa⁻¹ s⁻¹ for silicalite-1 and \(50 \times 10^{-7}\) mol m⁻² Pa⁻¹ for ZSM-5. This is about a factor 3.4 times lower than observed in the single gas measurements at 25 °C, which may be caused by reduced adsorption (and surface diffusion) due to higher temperature, competitive adsorption (of water, helium or \(n\)-C₆) or back diffusion of helium from sweep to feed side. The permeances of water and \(n\)-C₆ are less dependent on temperature, the permeance of water increased by less than a factor of 3, while that of \(n\)-C₆ increased by less than 50% over the same temperature range, possibly due to counteracting adsorption and diffusion effects.

The rapid decrease for the \(\alpha\)-H₂O/H₂ separation factor for both membrane types is a result of rapid increase of H₂ permeance with increasing temperature. Also the higher \(\alpha\)-H₂O/\(n\)-C₆ separation factor in ZSM-5 is due to the lower H₂ permeance in the ZSM-5 membranes (pores more blocked by water) compared to that for the silicalite-1 membranes. The variation of the water and \(n\)-C₆ permeance with membrane type has a minor impact on the \(\alpha\)-H₂O/H₂ separation factor.

The presence of cations in ZSM-5 is expected to favor the adsorption and permeance of water [29]. However,

Fig. 4. Ternary H₂O/H₂/\(n\)-C₆ permeance (a), (b) and selectivity (c) and (d) for silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 membrane. Feed water vapor partial pressure is 2.1 kPa, \(n\)-hexane vapor partial pressure 0.71 kPa, and H₂ partial pressure is 42 kPa, with He balance to a total of 101.3 kPa. Sweep gas; He at 200 ml/min and 101.3 kPa.
the results show that the water permeance and the $\text{H}_2\text{O}/n$-$C_6$ separation factor are lower in ZSM-5 at high temperatures while at low temperatures no difference is observed between the two membrane types. This illustrates the complexity of the interactions during multicomponent separations and without knowledge of multicomponent adsorption isotherms it is difficult to explain this behavior.

In the absence of $n$-$C_6$, the permeances at 25 °C were about 5 and 6 times higher for $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ and $\text{H}_2$, respectively, than in the presence of $n$-$C_6$. The $\alpha$-$\text{H}_2\text{O}/H_2$ separation factor was about 40% and 55% lower for silicalite-1 and ZSM-5 membranes, respectively. The $\alpha$-$\text{H}_2\text{O}/H_2$ separation factor decreased and the permeances increased with increasing temperature similarly to the measurements with $n$-$C_6$ in the feed. In agreement with the previous discussion $n$-$C_6$ appears to have a strong pore blocking effect, reducing the permeances of both $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ and $\text{H}_2$ but the permeance of $\text{H}_2$ is reduced more, resulting in a higher $\alpha$-$\text{H}_2\text{O}/H_2$ separation factor in the presence of $n$-$C_6$.

4. Conclusions

Twelve MFI membranes with different Si/Al ratios were successfully grown on asymmetric $\alpha$-alumina micro-filtration filters. The film thickness was about 550 nm for all membranes according to SEM and XRD data indicated a constant zeolite amount on all membranes. Porosimetry results showed that the quality of all membranes was high. The single gas permeance data was consistent with the porosimetry data. The chemical composition of the membranes has a significant effect on single gas permeances and permeance ratios as well as separation factors and permeances in multi component separation experiments for the water/hydrogen/n-hexane system. The addition of aluminum results in increased selectivity at low temperatures, however, above 180 °C this effect is no longer observed.
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Abstract

Cracks are frequently formed in α-alumina supported MFI membranes during calcination. To better understand crack formation, in situ powder diffraction data were collected during calcination of a type of MFI membrane (ca. 1800 nm thick) which is known to crack reproducibly. In addition, data for MFI powder and a blank support were also collected. Both a synchrotron radiation facility and an in-house instrument were used. The unit cell parameters were determined with the Rietveld method, and the strain in the direction perpendicular to the film surface was calculated for the film as well as for the support. The microstrain in the support was also estimated. Based on the results obtained here, a model for crack formation in this type of MFI membrane was proposed. The lack of cracks in other types of MFI membranes (ca. 500 nm) prepared in our laboratory is also explained by the model. In thicker MFI films, the crystals are well intergrown. During heating, the MFI crystals contract and the α-alumina support expands. Consequently, a thermal stress develops in the composite which eventually leads to formation of cracks in the film and structural defects in the support. In thinner films, the crystals are less well intergrown and the thermal expansion mismatch leads to opening of grain boundaries rather than cracks.

© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The potential industrial applications of polycrystalline zeolite membranes are not fully explored. This explains the increasing number of papers and patents on this specific topic. To this aim, MFI is a particularly interesting zeolite structure topology due to the pores with a size close to the kinetic diameter of many industrially important molecules. MFI zeolites with a high Si/Al ratio generally require the addition of organic template molecules for the synthesis. Frequently used organic templates are quaternary ammonium cations such as TPA+ (tetrapropylammonium). The template molecules are trapped in the zeolite channels and are usually removed by calcination to activate the membrane.

For good separation performance, no alternative pathways in the form of defects such as open grain boundaries, pinholes and cracks should exist in the film [1–4]. Cracks are possibly the most troublesome type of defect and may form during calcination [1].

In an early work, crack formation during template removal of MFI single crystals (cube-shaped silicalite, fluoride-synthesized silicalite and vanadium-containing silicalite) was investigated [5]. In large crystals (>300 μm average crystal size) some straight cracks along the c-axis developed at 360 °C. The occurrence of straight cracks seems to be related to the dehydration of the framework during the initial Hofmann elimination reaction of TPA+. Random cracking was observed in cube-shaped crystals larger than 150 μm (more severe in larger crystals). These observations match the temperature interval in which degradation of tripropylamine via β-elimination reactions occurs. It was postulated that the development of random cracks was related to the formation of carbonaceous species within
the zeolite framework. Pachtová et al. [6] studied the TPA removal in large silicalite-1 crystals of three different sizes. No cracks were observed in the smallest crystal (Lc = 130 μm) after calcination in air. In larger crystals, cracks developed in both air and nitrogen atmosphere. In the medium-sized crystals (Lc = 190 μm), cracks were found after complete template removal, whereas in the largest crystals (Lc = 230 μm) they already appeared after partial calcination. Hence, in concert with the results of Geus and van Bekkum [5], the formation of cracks was apparently dependent on the crystal size.

It is well known that a thermal expansion mismatch between bonded materials may result in stress and consequently cracks in a composite. In fact, Geus and van Bekkum suggested that cracks in supported MFI membranes were due to thermal stress during calcination [5]. The MFI structure experiences a strong contraction during template removal, which occurs in the approximate temperature range 300–500 °C [5,7–9]. Instead, the α-alumina supports used for MFI films expand during heating [8–10]. Furthermore, the unit cell of the calcined framework is smaller than the as-synthesized one [5,7,9,11]. The difference is due to the contraction of the b- and c-axes which is only partly compensated by an expansion of the a-axis in the calcined form [7,9,11], den Exter et al. [12] studied b-oriented silicalite-1 films on dense silicon wafers. Derived from crystallographic data for as-synthesized and calcined silicalite-1, the authors reported that the change (%) in the unit cell dimensions after calcination (ex situ data) was +0.71, +1.05 and +0.105 for the a-, b- and c-axes, respectively. Based on these results and a quantitative estimation of the a- and b-oriented crystallites in the film, the calcined crystal layer would show an expansion with respect to the as-synthesized film. In fact, a buckling of the calcined crystal layer was evident. The cracks observed in the film were attributed to compressive stress in the calcined layer.

To better understand the crack formation process in MFI membranes, the thermal behavior of the porous support as well as that of the zeolite film must be investigated. An appropriate technique is high temperature X-ray powder diffraction (HT-XRPD) which allows to follow the change (%) in the unit cell dimensions after calcination (ex situ data) was +0.71, +1.05 and +0.105 for the a-, b- and c-axes, respectively. Based on these results and a quantitative estimation of the a- and b-oriented crystallites in the film, the calcined crystal layer would show an expansion with respect to the as-synthesized film. In fact, a buckling of the calcined crystal layer was evident. The cracks observed in the film were attributed to compressive stress in the calcined layer.

Dong et al. [8] performed a HT-XRPD study of silicalite-1 films on porous yttria-doped zirconia (YZ) supports as well as ZSM-5 films on porous α-alumina supports. The films were composed of randomly oriented crystals. The MFI crystals formed in the bulk of the synthesis solution were also investigated. The films were defective after calcination. Open grain boundaries were present in the calcined ZSM-5 films whereas cracks were detected in the films of silicalite-1. Thermal expansion curves of the composites were determined during heating of the as-synthesized samples. It was shown that the MFI unit cell experiences a large contraction during template removal, while the support expands. During cooling, after template removal, the zeolite expands while the support contracts. In addition, the thermal expansion of the various samples was shown to be different. However, the strain in the films during the temperature ramp was not reported, possibly because the different Si/Al ratios in the samples masked the difference in unit cell dimension caused by strain in the film.

Crack-resistant MFI membranes were recently studied by Jeong et al. [10]. The authors performed a HT-XRPD study (using synchrotron radiation (SR)) of an oriented MFI film with a thickness of about 10 μm. The film was prepared on a thin mesoporous silica layer deposited on a porous α-alumina support. They found that the crystals in the film experienced an in-plane compressive strain (i.e. in the direction parallel to the film surface) during the entire calcination procedure. It was speculated that this behavior possibly could explain the lack of cracks in this system.

No HT-XRPD study of α-alumina supported MFI films which crack during calcination had been reported. This recently prompted a preliminary HT-XRPD investigation of such a film [9]. In addition, MFI powder was also investigated. The Rietveld method was used to determine the unit cell parameters in the MFI film and the α-alumina support as well as MFI powder in situ during the entire calcination procedure (i.e. both heating and cooling) [9]. The different thermal behavior of the film and the powder was attributed to tensile stress in the film during heating. The results of the preliminary investigation were however not sufficient to formulate a conclusive model for the crack formation process observed in the α-alumina supported MFI films prepared in our laboratory [1,9]. The present work is a natural follow-up of the preliminary study. For the first time, the Rietveld method and high resolution HT-SRPD data were used to investigate a type of MFI membrane (ca. 1800 nm thick) which reproducibly crack during calcination. The unit cell parameters of the MFI film as well as the TPA* occupancy were determined as a function of temperature during the entire calcination procedure. In addition, the microstructure of the α-alumina support was followed in temperature by pattern decomposition and Williamson–Hall plots. HT-XRPD data collected with an in-house instrument were used to determine unit cell parameters as a function of temperature for a blank α-alumina support and MFI powder, which were used as references to calculate the strain in the membrane. The information obtained in this study will be used to formulate a model for crack formation. The model also explains the lack of cracks in thinner MFI membranes (ca. 500 nm) synthesized in our laboratory. The model will be compared to those existing in the literature.

2. Experimental

Zeolite films were prepared on graded α-alumina filters (Inocermic GmbH, Germany). The top layer is 30 μm thick with 100 nm pores and the bottom layer is 3 mm thick with 3 μm pores. The zeolite film investigated by synchrotron radiation was grown on a slice (20 mm × 3 mm × 1 mm) cut from the as-purchased α-alumina filters using a diamond saw (Disco Cutter). A full-size filter (diameter of 25 mm) was used for the preparation of the membrane investigated by an in-house HT-XRPD instrument.

All supports were carefully washed with acetone, ethanol and a dilute (0.1 M) ammonia solution. Silicalite-1 seed crystals
Beam to hit the sample from the side. The sample was heated perforation (1 mm high and 12 mm wide) in the tube allowed the of the sample in a horizontal position during the measurement. A during heating. The film was facing downwards. The end of the mental set-up. The sample was mounted in a metal tube with an position 3TPAOH:25SiO2:1500H2O:100EtOH for 96 h in an oil bath holding a temperature of 100°C. The chemicals used were tetrapropylammoniumhydroxide (TPOAH; 40% water solution, AppliChem) and tetraethylortosilicate (TEOS; >98%, Merck). After synthesis, the samples were carefully washed in a dilute ammonia solution. The samples used in the present work should be identical (apart for the size of the sample studied by HT-SRPD) to the ones labeled U-72 in a previous work by our research group [1]. The zeolite film in this membrane type has a maximum crystal size of 400 nm on the top surface and a total thickness of 1800 nm. After calcination, these membranes are reproducibly defective and cracks with an average width of 30 nm are present in the zeolite film and support cracks are also present as described earlier [1]. This type of membrane is thus suitable for studies of defect formation and was selected for the present study.

The MFI crystals formed in the bulk of the synthesis solution during growth of the film were carefully washed and subsequently dried. The crystals have a tablet habit with well-developed (010) faces and the other faces are curved. The average size of the main crystal is approximately 0.8 μm × 0.8 μm × 0.4 μm. In addition, considerably smaller 90° rotational intergrowths are present.

The MFI crystals formed in the bulk of the synthesis solution during growth of the film were carefully washed and subsequently dried. The crystals have a tablet habit with well-developed (010) faces and the other faces are curved. The average size of the main crystal is approximately 0.8 μm × 0.8 μm × 0.4 μm. In addition, considerably smaller 90° rotational intergrowths are present.

The MFI crystals formed in the bulk of the synthesis solution during growth of the film were carefully washed and subsequently dried. The crystals have a tablet habit with well-developed (010) faces and the other faces are curved. The average size of the main crystal is approximately 0.8 μm × 0.8 μm × 0.4 μm. In addition, considerably smaller 90° rotational intergrowths are present.

The MFI crystals formed in the bulk of the synthesis solution during growth of the film were carefully washed and subsequently dried. The crystals have a tablet habit with well-developed (010) faces and the other faces are curved. The average size of the main crystal is approximately 0.8 μm × 0.8 μm × 0.4 μm. In addition, considerably smaller 90° rotational intergrowths are present.
one Lorentzian coefficient. The cell parameters, 20 zero shift, scale factor and background (shifted Chebyshev function with nine terms) were refined. The atom positions and the isotropic thermal parameters and occupancy factors were kept fixed during refinements of α-alumina. In the refinements of the MFI phase using SR data, an overall occupancy factor for the different atomic species (C and N) of the TPA+ molecule was refined.

The thermal expansion ratio \( K_T \) (%) of the α-alumina substrate and the MFI film was calculated (as defined earlier [8]):

\[
K_T = \frac{V_f^T - V_f^{25\degree C}}{V_f^{25\degree C}} \times 100
\]  

(1)

where \( V_f^T \) and \( V_f^{25\degree C} \) are the unit cell volume at temperature \( T \) and 25°C, respectively.

The strain (s) along crystallographic direction (l) was calculated for both the MFI film and the α-alumina support at each investigated temperature \( T \) according to:

\[
s = \frac{l_m}{l_r} - 1
\]  

(2)

where the MFI powder and the blank α-alumina support were used as references (i.e., represent the non-strained bulk lattice).

To study the microstructure, the profiles of the α-alumina (SR data) were investigated by means of pattern decomposition. Each peak was modeled with a pseudo-Voigt (pV) function and the mixing parameter \( \eta \), the mixing coefficient) for the pseudo-Voigt function were refined together with parameters for the background. The refined values of the Lorentzian \( (\beta_L) \) and Gaussian \( (\beta_G) \) components of the Voigt function corresponding to the pV function can be determined according to the following empirical formulas [19]:

\[
\frac{\beta_L}{\beta_{pV}} = 0.017475 + 1.500484\eta - 0.534156\eta^2
\]  

(3)

\[
\frac{\beta_G}{\beta_{pV}} = 0.184446 + 0.812692(1 - 0.998497\eta)^{1/2}
- 0.659603\eta + 0.44542\eta^2
\]  

(4)

Applying the above equations to the powder pattern collected from the sample (h(2θ)) and from a profile standard (LaB_6) with no imperfection broadening (g(2θ)), the line broadening due to the microstructure of the sample (f(2θ)) can be calculated due to the additive property of the breadths of the Lorentzian functions and the squares of the breadths of Gaussian functions:

\[
\beta_f^2 = \beta_L^2 + \beta_G^2
\]  

(5)

\[
(\beta_f^2) = (\beta_L^2) - (\beta_G^2)
\]  

(6)

Eqs. (3) and (4) were used again to obtain the total integral breadth of the f(2θ) function \( \beta_f \) corresponding to the given peak.

The contribution of the sample microstructure to the integral breadth in reciprocal units \( (\beta_f^2) \) is defined as

\[
\beta_f^2 = \frac{\beta_L \cos \theta}{\lambda}
\]  

(7)

where \( \beta_L \) is the microstructure-related integral breadth expressed in radians, \( \theta \) the Bragg angle and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength (Å). \( \beta_f^2 \) was plotted versus the d-spacing in reciprocal units \( (d_f^2 = 2 \sin \theta / \lambda) \) in a Williamson–Hall plot [20]. In the plot, the reciprocal of the intercept gives an estimate of the apparent size \( D \) of coherently diffracting domains and the slope is a measure of microstrain \( \varepsilon \) as shown in the following equation:

\[
\frac{1}{D} = 2\varepsilon d_f^2
\]  

(8)

Although this method is based on the approximation that the line profiles due to size and microstrain are Lorentzian, which is unlikely in practice, the plot can be used to give a qualitative indication of the sample microstructure [21].

The application of this method to the zeolite phase is prevented by peak overlap due to the low symmetry of MFI and poor peak resolution which is an intrinsic limit of the imaging plate configuration.

A sample for TEM analysis was prepared by mild grinding of the α-alumina support surface followed by suspension in distilled water and deposition on a Cu grid. A JEOL JEM 2010 instrument, equipped with a Link energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer and a Gatan energy filter, operating at 200 kV was used for the analysis.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows a selected 2θ range of the powder patterns collected during heating of the as-synthesized TPA-MFI membrane (SR data). The relative intensity of several peaks changes as the...
temperature is increased (Fig. 2). Previous work showed that this was due to template removal [7].

The agreement factors of the Rietveld refinements (defined in GSAS [14]) for the calculation of the unit cell dimensions (SR and conventional data) were: $R_{wp} = 0.09–0.15$, $R_p = 0.06–0.09$, $R(F^2) = 0.15–0.20$, $\chi^2 = 1.5–2.0$. These factors indicate a good fit [22]. All the refined values are available upon request to the corresponding author.

The preferred orientation of the zeolite crystals in the film was refined using the March-Dollase model implemented in GSAS [15]. The best fit was obtained with a ratio of 0.92 for the (5 0 1) crystallographic plane. This indicates that the crystals in the sample exhibit a weak preferred orientation with the $a$-axis approximately perpendicular to the substrate surface, in agreement with previous observations [1].

Fig. 3 shows the refined $a$-axis (a), $c$-axis (b) and unit cell volume (c) as a function of temperature (25–500–25°C) for a blank $\alpha$-alumina support and the MFI coated support. In addition, literature data [23] for $\alpha$-alumina powder is included for comparison. As observed in the figure, the thermal expansions of the $\alpha$-alumina supports are in concert with data for powder. However, a slightly lower expansion is observed in the $c$-direction for the coated support compared to the blank support, resulting in a smaller unit cell volume. Such a difference in thermal expansion was also observed earlier [9] and indicates that the thermal expansion of the support is affected by the presence of the zeolite.

Fig. 4 shows the refined $a$-axis (a), $b$-axis (b), $c$-axis (c) and unit cell volume (d) as a function of temperature (25–500–25°C) for the MFI film (SR data). For comparison, the refined cell parameters of the MFI powder (in-house instrument) are also included in the figure. During heating, a first contraction peak of the unit cell volume (see Fig. 4(d)) is observed for both the MFI powder and the film at about 175°C. This contraction is attributed to dehydration, which occurs before the template decomposition as reported by Geus and van Bekkum [5]. Both the MFI powder and the film show a second contraction of all the axes in the temperature range 275–500°C (Fig. 4). The refined overall occupancy factor for C atoms in the TPA$^+$ molecule in the MFI zeolite film is given as a function of temperature in Fig. 5. As the template is removed in the same temperature range (275–500°C) where the strong contraction is observed, these events are clearly related. However, the negative thermal expansion in the TPA-MFI during calcination is probably not only due to the removal of the template. An intrinsic structure mechanism may also be present as discussed in earlier work [7]. During cooling from 500°C, the MFI unit cell expands in all crystallographic directions. From Fig. 4, it is clear that the thermal behavior of the MFI film is different from that of the powder during the entire temperature cycle. The $b$-axis in the film is much longer compared to the powder. On the other hand, the $c$-axis as well as the $a$-axis in the film are shorter. At room temperature, the calcined MFI powder shows a contraction along the $b$- and $c$-axes and an expansion along the
Fig. 4. The refined a-axis (a), b-axis (b) and c-axis (c) as well as the unit cell volume (d) as a function of temperature for the MFI film as well as MFI powder in the temperature cycle 25–500–25 °C.

\(a\)-axis resulting in a much smaller volume compared to the as-synthesized phase. On the contrary, at room temperature, the calcined MFI film retains the volume of the as-synthesized form, mainly due to a considerably larger expansion of the b-axis compared to the powder. This peculiar behavior of the film was already reported in Ref. [9], and could perhaps be explained by a lower Si/Al ratio in the film. In fact, the Si/Al ratio of the synthesis mixture may decrease significantly during hydrothermal treatment due to alkaline leaching of the \(\alpha\)-alumina support [24]. Therefore, some T sites could be occupied by Al even though no Al was added in the synthesis gel. Meyers et al. studied the influence of Al substitution on the unit cell volume in calcined ZSM-5 [25]. In the range 2.7–5.3 Al atoms/unit cell, the unit cell volume exhibit a linear increase of 0.06% for every Si atom substituted for Al. The maximum number of TPA\(^+\) ions/unit cell that can be accommodated in the MFI structure is 4 [17]. In the absence of other cations (as in the synthesis solution used for the MFI films prepared in this work), the TPA\(^+\) ions must compensate for the negative charge introduced by substitution of Si for Al. Therefore, not more than 4 Al atoms/unit cell may be incorporated in the MFI film studied here. Hence, considering the extreme case where the powder and the film contain 0 and 4 Al atoms/unit cell, respectively, the maximum volume difference between the powder and the film possibly explained by a different Si/Al ratio should be 0.24% according to the linear equation of Meyers et al. [25]. The difference observed in our work (see Fig. 4(d)) in the calcined materials at RT is much larger (0.43%) and can therefore not only be explained by an increased Si/Al ratio of the MFI film during synthesis. In addition, the results of Meyers et al. also showed that the length of all the MFI unit cell axes increases.

Fig. 5. The refined TPA\(^+\) occupancy in the MFI film as a function of temperature.
linearly with increasing substitution of Si with Al [25]. Instead, here we observe a longer b-axis and a shorter c-axis in the film compared to the powder (Fig. 4). Therefore, the possible incorporation of Al in the film does not give a satisfactory explanation to the observed unit cell distortion nor the larger volume of the film with respect to the powder. Instead, these results are possibly explained by internal strain in the film. In Fig. 6, the thermal expansion/contraction ratio $K_T$ of the MFI coated α-alumina support and the MFI film is shown as a function of temperature. It is clear that the MFI coated α-alumina support and the MFI film behaves very differently during calcination. The support experiences a large expansion while the MFI film shrinks during heating to 500 °C. Obviously, the film should experience an isotropic tensile stress in the plane parallel to the film surface with a consequent strain in the direction perpendicular to the film due to the effect of Poisson’s ratio. Here, it should be remarked that the unit cell dimensions shown in Fig. 4 were calculated based on diffraction data from planes parallel to the film surface (see Section 2). Hence, the length of the unit cell axes mirrors the d-spacings of these planes and can therefore be used to calculate the strain in the MFI film in the direction perpendicular to the film surface using the length of the unit cell axes in the powder as a reference. The results are shown in Fig. 7. As the majority of the crystals are oriented with the a-axis perpendicular to the film surface (see above), the strain along this crystallographic direction is most representative for the film. Compressive strain is observed for the a-axis, which increases with temperature up to about 325 °C where a sharp decrease in strain is observed. During further heating up to 500 °C and subsequent cooling down to RT, a steady decrease in strain is observed. A compressive strain in the direction perpendicular to the film surface would be expected for crystals with a positive Poisson’s ratio which are exposed to a tensile stress in the direction parallel to the film surface [26]. The abrupt decrease in strain at 325 °C could be due to the formation of cracks in the film, which releases the thermal stress and consequently the strain in the direction perpendicular to the film surface. Additional cracks are probably formed during further heating up to 500 °C, as the strain continues to decrease. In fact, in situ permeation experiments showed that cracks were formed in ZSM-5 membranes in the temperature range 220–400 °C [27]. The steady decrease in strain during cooling is attributed to a decreased thermal stress in the direction parallel to the film surface, as the difference in volume between the film and the support is reduced (Fig. 6). The variation in strain with temperature of c-oriented crystals shows more or less the same trend as the one observed for the a-oriented crystals (i.e. sharp decrease at 325 °C and a steady decrease during cooling). A more surprising result is the large out-of-plane tensile strain of b-oriented crystals in the film (Fig. 7) that actually increases during cooling. This peculiar behavior is difficult to explained based on the data presented here and should be further investigated in the future.

In Fig. 3, it was shown that the thermal behavior of the alumina support was affected by the zeolite film. In order to investigate this further, the strain in the MFI coated α-alumina support was calculated at each investigated temperature, using the non-coated support as reference. The results are shown in Fig. 8. A compressive strain is observed in the c-axis during the entire temperature cycle. However, the strain increases during heating, which is explained by an increased difference in thermal expansion between the support and the MFI zeolite (see Fig. 6). During cooling, the strain decreases as the thermal expansion mismatch between the zeolite and the support decreases (Fig. 6). The strain along a hardly exceeds the experimental error. However, a slight compressive and tensile strain is observed during heating and cooling, respectively. It should be remarked that the strain in the α-alumina support is at least one order of magnitude smaller than that observed in the zeolite film. Based on the available data, the observed overall compressive strain in the direction perpendicular to the support surface (see Fig. 8).
is difficult to explain. It is unlikely that the effect is caused by the thin zeolite layer on top of the support (ca. 1200 nm [1]). However, the film extends into the pores of the support, forming a zeolite-support composite layer (ca. 500 nm [1]). It is possible that the negative thermal expansion of the zeolite surrounding the α-alumina grains in this layer causes a net tensile strain in the support in the direction parallel to the film surface Consequently, a net compressive strain should be observed (Fig. 8) in the direction perpendicular to the film surface due to the effect of Poisson’s ratio.

The microstructure (i.e. size and microstrain) for the α-alumina support in the membrane investigated by SR was evaluated using Eq.(8), proposed by Williamson and Hall [20]. Fig. 9(a) shows the Williamson–Hall plot based on data collected at 25 and 500 °C. The Miller indices for the evaluated peaks are indicated. A Williamson–Hall plot was constructed for each investigated temperature. Fig. 9(b) shows the microstrain of the α-alumina substrate as a function of temperature. The linear fit of the plot based on room temperature data gave a regression coefficient ($R^2$) of 0.54. The calculated microstrain and isotropic size was 0.012% and 89 nm, respectively. The microstrain in the as-prepared membrane can be caused by the presence of structural defects. Defects in general are classified as point defects, line defects (dislocations) and planar defects (such as stacking faults). Considering the nature of the crystal structure of α-alumina, point defects, twins and stacking faults are ruled out. Hence, only dislocations should occur here. The scatter of the points in the Williamson–Hall plot, as indicated by the low regression coefficient value ($R^2 = 0.54$), is another indication for dislocations [28]. The observed isotropic size is reasonable considering that the 30 μm thick top layer is composed of 100 nm grains. The accuracy of the microstrain as a function of temperature is sufficient to reflect an increase from ca. 0.014% at 225 °C to about 0.025% at 500 °C (Fig. 9(b)) in correspondence with the temperature range of the template removal from the MFI film. However, any significant line broadening anisotropy was not observed in the patterns even for the high temperature data. It cannot be excluded that the anisotropic peak broadening, generally observed in materials with a high density of disloca-

![Fig. 8. The strain along the α- and ε-directions in the MFI coated α-alumina support. The direction of the strain is perpendicular to the support surface.](image)

![Fig. 9. (a) Williamson–Hall plots for the α-alumina support in the as-synthesized membrane at 25 °C (filled circles) and 500 °C (empty circles). (b) Microstrain in the α-alumina support as a function of temperature during the temperature cycle 25–500–25 °C.](image)
3.1. A new concept for crack formation

Based on the results of the present work and previous work [1] a model for crack formation or absence of cracks in MFI membranes can be formulated. The model is based on the following assumptions: (a) The crystals constituting the MFI film are strongly bonded to the support. This assumption is supported by the observation that the MFI film penetrates into the pores of the support [1] which should result in a key-lock effect and a large contact area between the two phases. (b1) In the case of relatively thick films (1800 nm, in present work and membrane type U-72 in previous work [1]), the crystals in the film are well intergrown. This assumption is supported by the fact that the cracks observed in the film after calcination does not only run between crystals but also within crystals [1]. The cracks observed in the thick films [1] are typical channel cracks (i.e. the lateral crack length is many times the film thickness) [29] which propagate vertically down in the support. This indicates that the cracks were the result of a tensile stress in the film [29]. (b2) In the case of thinner films (500 nm, membrane type M30 in previous work [1]), the crystals are less intergrown and no cracks are observed.

Our model for crack formation is described as follows: during heating, the MFI crystals experience a weak contraction at about 175 °C (dehydration) and a strong contraction in the temperature range 275–500 °C (template removal). Instead, the α-alumina support expands which results in a difference in the expansion coefficients $\alpha$ of the two phases inducing thermal stress in the composite. In the case of a relatively thick film (b1), the thermal stress is released mainly via crack formation. In addition, part of the stress is also released via formation of structural defects in the α-alumina support. Despite the formation of cracks, the thick zeolite film is not completely relaxed as a tensile stress is present in the film also at room temperature (Fig. 7). In the case of a thin film (b2), less or no stress develops and the grain boundaries are opened, as also suggested by Dong et al. [8]. In fact, defect distribution calculations for this type of membrane showed that defects with a width of a few nanometers are present [30]. These nano-defects are probably open grain boundaries formed during calcination, according to our model.

The type of defects (cracks or open grain boundaries) formed in MFI membranes during calcination should mainly be determined by the degree of intergrowth between adjacent crystals in the film. If the crystals are highly intergrown, the bonds between crystals and within crystals are equally strong and cracks may develop even within crystals (b1). Less or no intergrown crystals should result in the formation of open grain boundaries upon calcination (b2). Bonilla et al. recently used fluorescence confocal optical microscopy for the imaging of open grain boundaries and cracks in MFI membranes [31].

Dong et al. [8] proposed the following model for the formation of defects in α-alumina supported MFI films (about 3 µm thick): the MFI film is chemically bonded to the support after synthesis. The bonds to the support are stronger than those between the crystallites and the thermal stress imposed on the film during heating is released via opening of the grain boundaries. During cooling after template removal, the MFI zeolite framework expands while the substrate shrinks. The inter-crystallite gaps become narrower but will not return to the original size because the calcined zeolite crystallites are smaller than the as-synthesized ones. The inter-crystalline gaps in the activated α-alumina supported MFI films were suggested to constitute the non-zeolitic micropores obscuring the xylene separation performance of similar membranes [32]. This model for defect formation coincides with our model in the case of less intergrown films. However, it is important to point out that the thickness of the film is not the only possible factor responsible for the crystal intergrowth and the associated defect formation. In fact, Dong et al. [8] observed no cracks in films which were considerably thicker than the one studied here and in Ref. [1]. Therefore, the synthesis conditions are probably important. Another factor which probably has a large influence on the quality of the membrane after calcination is the type of support and its properties (grain size, degree of sintering etc.). In fact, a large difference in the quality of calcined membranes was observed for MFI films prepared on porous supports of α-alumina and yttria-doped zirconia [8].

4. Conclusions

As-synthesized MFI membranes, which reproducibly crack during calcination, were investigated by in situ diffraction experiments. In addition, in situ data were collected for MFI powder and a non-coated support. The Rietveld method was used to determine the unit cell parameters as a function of temperature for the MFI film and the powder as well as the MFI coated support and the non-coated support. Hence, the strain in the direction perpendicular to the film surface could be followed in temperature for both the MFI film and the support. In addition, the TPA$^+$ occupancy of the MFI film as well as the microstrain...
of the α-alumina support was determined for each investigated temperature. It was found that the unit cell of the MFI phase contracts during heating and the template is removed. At the same time the α-alumina support expands. Due to the thermal expansion mismatch, a thermal stress develops in the composite. The stress is released by the formation of cracks in the film. The microstrain for the α-alumina substrate increases during heating, in correspondence with the temperature range of the template removal, and remains during cooling. Such microstrain may be due to plastic deformation and subsequent strain relaxation via formation of structural defects in the support. The results presented in this work could also be used to explain the lack of cracks in thinner MFI membranes prepared in our laboratory.
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Abstract
Silicalite-1 films with a thickness of 500 nm on asymmetric α-alumina microfiltration filters were calcined at 500 °C with heating and cooling rates varying between 0.2 °C/min and 5.0 °C/min. The membranes were characterized with single gas permeation, porosimetry, and xylene isomer separation experiments. It was found that the quality of the prepared membranes was independent of the heating/cooling rate according to the single gas permeation and porosimetry characterization. Xylene isomer separation data was found to vary between the samples, but none of the variations could be attributed to the heating/cooling rate during calcination since the variations did not follow a trend but occurred randomly. It is thus concluded that the calcination rate does not influence the quality of these membranes.
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1. Introduction
A thin, supported zeolite membrane has the potential to exhibit high selectivity and flux. Zeolite membranes are also able to operate under harsh conditions, such as high pressures and elevated temperatures. During the last decades various types of zeolite membranes have been fabricated [1–11]. The MFI structure is frequently prepared partly due to the pore network, with pore openings suitable for separation of many industrially important hydrocarbon isomers, such as C6-isomers and C8-aromatics by molecular sieving [12].
MFI-crystals are commonly prepared from a synthesis solution containing organic template molecules. The template must be removed by an oxidization procedure at a high temperature in order to render the framework microporous. This procedure is commonly denoted calcination and is usually carried out in a very careful manner using low heating and cooling rates. Heating rates as low as 0.1 °C/min have been reported [13]. The reason for this is that it is commonly believed that a fast procedure may lead to defect formation in the zeolite film.
In an early work [14], it has also been recommended that calcination of supported MFI membranes should be carried out in air at a maximum temperature of 400 °C with a low heating rate of 1 °C/min. It should be noted that no particular reason for using a low rate was given. However, a slow calcination process is time consuming and a quicker process would speed up the fabrication of zeolite membranes. To the best of our knowledge, no work dealing with the calcination rate has been reported in the literature. This paper is devoted to this very important topic.

2. Experimental
Porous asymmetric α-alumina discs were masked and seeded as described elsewhere [2,15]. The seeds were grown into a dense film by a 36 h hydrothermal
treatment under the same conditions as given earlier [2]. After hydrothermal treatment and cooling to room temperature, the samples were rinsed for 24 h in a 0.1 M NH₃ solution prior to calcination in order to remove residues of the synthesis solution. The calcination was conducted as follows: Heating with \( X \text{C/min} \) from room temperature to 500°C, constant temperature at 500°C for 6 h and then cooling with \( X \text{C/min} \) to 110°C, where \( X \) was 0.2, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0, respectively. A modified furnace, illustrated in Fig. 1, was used. Temperature gradients inside the furnace were reduced by a fan and an adjustable flow of cool air was used for rapid cooling. The maximum temperature difference between the thermocouples was less than 5°C for \( X = 5.0 \). Two samples for each heating/cooling rate were prepared and labelled \( M_1 \), where \( X \) is as above and \( i \) is the sample number of the membrane, i.e., \( i = 1 \) or 2. Following calcination, the membranes were mounted directly in the cell for single gas measurements as described earlier [2,15]. The feed pressure was set to 1.9 bar and the permeate pressure was 1 bar (atmospheric pressure). Helium, nitrogen, hydrogen and sulphurhexafluoride (SF₆) were used as probe gases. Porosimetry [2,16] and separation of a gas mixture of \( p \)-xylene/o-xylene/helium were used as additional characterization experiments. Prior to the porosimetry experiment, the membranes were mounted in a stainless steel cell with graphite baskets. The membranes were dried at 300°C in a helium flow overnight, with heating/cooling rates \( \leq X \). Details of porosimetry measurements can be found elsewhere [2,15]. Xylene isomer separation was conducted in a Wicke–Källanbach setup. The same cell was used for both experiments and the membrane was not remounted in order to avoid defect formation. The separation experiment was conducted directly after the porosimetry experiment as follows: The membrane was heated to 100°C with a heating rate \( \leq X \) in a dry helium flow on both sides of the membrane. A mixture of \( p \)-xylene and o-xylene vapors in helium was then fed to the membrane that was slowly heated from 100°C to 400°C with a heating rate of 0.5°C/min for \( X \geq 1 \text{C/min} \) or 0.2°C/min for \( X = 0.2 \text{C/min} \). The mixture was prepared by feeding dry helium (100 ml/min at NTP), through source bubblers containing \( p \)-xylene or o-xylene at room temperature. The hydrocarbon saturated streams were then mixed, yielding a mixture with the composition 600 Pa \( p \)-xylene and 470 Pa o-xylene. Helium balanced the partial pressures up to 1 bar absolute pressure. Helium (100 ml/min at NTP) was used as a sweep gas. Gas compositions were analyzed with an online gas chromatograph (GC) equipped with a FID-detector for detection of the hydrocarbons.

3. Results and discussion

Single gas permeation data of the membranes is given in Table 1. Average data on 10 similar membranes from [15] with \( X = 0.2 \text{C/min} \) is also included as a reference. As may be seen from the table, the single gas data for the different samples is very similar, independent of \( X \). Variations seem to occur randomly. The average data of helium permeance and \( H_2/He, H_2/SF_6 \) permeance ratios for the prepared membranes are also similar to previously reported data [15]. It should be noted that the obtained \( N_2/SF_6 \) permeance ratios are rather low compared with some previously reported results. For instance Coronas et al. [17] reported a \( N_2/SF_6 \) permeance ratio of 262 for a 20 μm thick MFI film on a α-alumina substrate. The low \( N_2/SF_6 \) ratio in the present work is due to the low film thickness (0.5 μm), which will result in mass transfer limitations in the support. Lai et al. [18] reported a \( N_2/SF_6 \) permeance ratio of 5 at room temperature for a 1 μm thick MFI film whereas the \( p \)-le- 

xylene selectivity was as high as 483 at 220°C.

Fig. 2(a) illustrates the average porosimetry pattern for each \( X \). The error bars indicate the measured maximum and minimum value. Due to the slightly higher helium permeance at relative pressures of \( n \)-hexane between \( P/P_0 = 0.1 \) and \( P/P_0 = 0.95 \), the samples calcined with a calcination rate of 1.0 and 2.0°C/min are of slightly lower quality than the other samples. However, the differences on an absolute scale are very small when compared with the helium permeance of the dry membrane (i.e., at \( P/P_0 = 0 \)). The porosimetry data for samples with varying \( X \) reported in the present work should also be compared with previously reported porosimetry data for 10 membranes for \( X = 0.2 \) [2], shown in Fig. 2(b). These membranes showed very good separation performance for a number of isomer mixtures, even at industrial conditions. Fig. 2 shows that the spreading in porosimetry data is very similar for the two data sets. There is no significant difference between the two data sets even at lower values of \( P/P_0 \) (i.e., small defects). According to single gas and porosimetry
characterization, it may be concluded that the heating and cooling rates during calcination does not affect the quality of this particular membrane type.

Separation factor and \( p \)-xylene permeance of a \( p \)-xylene/\( o \)-xylene/helium mixture as a function of temperature is illustrated in Fig. 3. Separation and permeation data from one of the 10 reference membranes (RM) is also included in the figure. As in the case of the single gas and porosimetry characterization, no correlation between separation performance and the calcination rate is obvious. A comparison of separation performance between the membranes prepared in the present work and the reference membrane indicates that there is no significant trend that may be assigned to the variation in heating/cooling rate during calcination. This may be concluded since the separation factor at for instance 200°C varies randomly with varying \( X \). The separation factors should be compared at a relatively low temperature. Coke formation at a higher temperature might affect the separation selectivity of the membrane. For membranes M0.2-2 and M2.0-1, increased selectivity was observed above about 350°C. This is probably due to coke formation on the membrane surface that tends to close small defects in the membrane. The coke deposits on the membrane are visible as a light grey color on the samples after separation measurements.

At first, the separation factor for M5.0-1 (and for all other membranes) increases with increasing temperature. This is expected since the dominating separation mechanism of the isomers is changing with temperature from adsorption to molecular sieving \[2\]. At a temperature of 250°C the separation factor starts to decrease

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( X ) (°C)</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He permeance</td>
<td>70.4/86.8</td>
<td>85.6/92.4</td>
<td>81.3/86.1</td>
<td>84.0/77.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_2/He )</td>
<td>2.6/2.7</td>
<td>2.6/2.7</td>
<td>2.6/2.7</td>
<td>2.6/2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_2/SF_6 )</td>
<td>15.3/13.8</td>
<td>14.6/13.1</td>
<td>14.0/14.7</td>
<td>16.6/15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_2/SF_6 )</td>
<td>10.0/8.52</td>
<td>9.27/7.89</td>
<td>8.54/9.98</td>
<td>10.5/10.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average single gas permeation data of 10 similar samples with \( X = 0.2 \)°C/min from [15], is included. Helium permeance is given in \( 10^{-7} \text{mol m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{Pa}^{-1} \).
slightly, and at 300°C an abrupt decrease of the separation factor is observed. The abrupt decrease in separation factor was due to a large increase in \( o \)-xylene permeance, as illustrated in Fig. 3(d), whereas the permeance of \( p \)-xylene was constant. This peculiar behavior was due to a mechanical failure of the sample. When the cell was opened after the experiment, the membrane was found in two pieces. This is probably associated with the extreme heating rate of the membrane. The second sample (M5.0-2) was dried with a lower heating rate (1°C/min) prior to porosimetry and separation, and no mechanical failure during the separation experiment was observed in this case. Lai et al. [6] studied the separation of \( p \)- and \( o \)-xylene as a function of crystal orientation and reported that membranes with \( a/b \)-oriented crystals resulted in lower separation factors. This is in line with the results reported in the present work. The membranes studied here have separation factors for \( p \)- and \( o \)-xylene in the range of 4–20 while the separation factor for \( n \)-hexane and 2,2-dimethyl butane for this types of membranes is >230 [2].

In summary, the separation performance varies randomly and no general trend with respect to calcination rate is observed. It may therefore again be concluded that the membrane quality is independent of heating and cooling rates during calcination. It should be noted that films with a different microstructure, thickness, or films on other types of supports may behave differently than the films studied in the present work.

4. Conclusions

The present work has shown that thin silicalite-1 films on asymmetric \( \alpha \)-alumina micro filtration filters can be calcined at 500°C with a heating/cooling rate as high as 5°C/min without reducing the membrane quality. However, films with different microstructure, thickness and on other types of supports may behave differently. This is supported by single gas permeation and porosimetry characterization on the samples that showed very similar results for the eight membranes, even though the heating/cooling rates during calcination varied a factor of 25. However, some differences in separation performance of a \( p \)-xylene/\( o \)-xylene/helium mixture at temperatures ranging from 100°C to 400°C were found. The difference in the separation factor could not be attributed to the calcination rate.
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Abstract

Silicalite-1 membranes with small crystal size were prepared using a multiseeding method, where the support was repeatedly seeded and exposed to a short hydrothermal treatment up to five times. The films were characterized using SEM, single gas permeation, porosimetry and mixture separation experiments. Films with three or four layers were of high quality i.e with minor defects according to the porosimetry experiments but showed poor separation of binary mixtures. This result may be attributed to the small crystal size and/or large amount of grain boundaries in the films.

1 Introduction

It is currently believed that the amount of grain boundaries may influence the separation performance of zeolite membranes [1]. A large amount of grain boundaries is believed to be flux limiting since each grain boundary will act as a mass transport barrier [1]. Grain boundaries may also have a negative impact on the separation factor of binary mixtures since different mass transport mechanisms are believed
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to occur along the grain boundaries compared to the mechanism within the zeolite pores [1].

In the present work, a method for the preparation of high quality, multi layer, silicalite-1 membranes with small crystal size was developed. These membranes were compared with membranes comprised of crystals with larger size and thereby containing a lower amount of grain boundaries in order to confirm or reject the hypothesis mentioned above.

2 Experimental

2.1 Membrane preparation

Samples with a small crystal size were prepared by a development of the seed film method [2] and the procedure is outlined below. Asymmetric $\alpha$-alumina micro filtration filters with a large pore ($3\mu m$) body and a small pore ($100\,nm$) top layer and a diameter of $25\,mm$ where used. Prior to film growth, the substrates were masked as described elsewhere [2]. In order to obtain a small crystal size, the film was fabricated using a multi-seeding method, developed in the present work, the procedure is outlined in Figure 1. The masked support (A) was first treated with a cationic polymer in order to render the surface positively charged (B) and zeolite seed crystals were subsequently electrostatically adsorbed (C). The seeded supports were hydrothermally treated for 12 hours in a synthesis solution with the molar composition $3\text{TPAOH}:25\text{SiO}_2:1500\text{H}_2\text{O}:100\text{EtOH}$ (D). The sample and synthesis solution were kept in a polyethylene tube which was placed in an oil bath at $100^\circ\text{C}$. The samples were cooled to room temperature in the synthesis solution and rinsed 3 times in an $0.1\,\text{M NH}_3$ solution and left in an $0.1\,\text{M NH}_3$ solution overnight. Thicker films were obtained by repeating the seeding procedure and the hydrothermal treatment from (E) to (H) until the wanted number of layers was achieved. In this work, samples with up to five layers were prepared. The samples were labelled M1 to M5 where the number refers to the number of layers in the film. Two single layer samples were also prepared for comparison. These two samples were prepared using steps (A) to (D) but with longer hydrothermal treatment, 36 and 96 hours respectively. The samples were labelled M36h and M96h, respectively. Finally, all samples were calcined as described elsewhere [2].
2.2 Characterization and evaluation

The samples were characterized using scanning electron microscopy. Film thickness and morphology was obtained with a Phillips XL30 scanning electron microscope, equipped with a LaB$_6$ emission source. Single gas permeation measurements were performed at room temperature directly after calcination, as described elsewhere [2] on all membranes. For sample M1 to M5, the feed pressure was 0.3 barg and for the M36h and M96h the feed pressure was 0.5 barg. He, H$_2$, N$_2$ and SF$_6$ were used as probe gases. The quality of the samples was measured using porosimetry [2, 3], where the steady state helium permeance is measured as a function of relative partial pressure of n-hexane. A large drop in helium permeance between zero activity of n-hexane and the first activity (P/P$_0$=0.01) is characteristic for a high quality membrane [4]. Separation of hydrocarbon isomers were also performed applying one of the films prepared in layers. Three different hydrocarbon isomer mixtures were studied, n-/iso-butane, n-hexane/2,2-di-methyl-butane (DMB) and p-/o-xylene, at varying temperatures, under similar conditions as described elsewhere [2].
3 Results and discussion

3.1 Scanning electron microscope

Figure 2 shows micrographs of the multistep membranes. The film of membrane M1 is very thin and it is difficult to distinguish the film from the support. However the
Table 1
Film thickness measured with SEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M4</th>
<th>M5</th>
<th>M36h</th>
<th>M96h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No of layers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (nm)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

thickness increases with increasing number of layers as expected, see Figure 2 and Table 1. The film thickness increases approximately 200 nm for each layer. Figure 2 also shows that the grain size in the zeolite film always is smaller than the grain size of the alumina support, which is about 200 nm. As may further be seen from Table 1, the single layer sample M36h (600 nm), has a similar film thickness as sample M4 (650 nm).

In Figure 3, top view micrographs of selected membranes are shown. Figure 3 (a) represents the film with two layers, sample M2 and Figure 3 (b) the film with five layers, sample M5. As expected, there is no visible difference in morphology between
sample M2 and M5 even though the film thickness differs with 550 nm. Membranes M1, M2 and M4, showed a similar appearance. The crystal size is thus independent of the film thickness when membranes are prepared with the multiseeding method. For comparison, the single step samples are further shown in Figure 3 (c) and (d). As may be seen from these Figures, the crystal size increases with increasing film thickness, in contrast to samples M1 to M5.

### 3.2 Single gas permeation measurement

Helium permeance and permeance ratios obtained from the single gas permeation measurement are given in Table 2.

As may be seen in Table 2, the permeance is decreasing with the number of layers, i.e. with film thickness, as expected. It is also interesting to compare M36h and M4, since they have similar film thickness. It is clear that the film prepared with four seedings has a higher permeance, even though it is somewhat thicker. Jareman [5] reported that for membranes with constant defect distribution, but varying film thickness, permeance ratios in general should increase with increasing film thickness. All ratios for membranes M1-M5 are increasing with increasing film thickness, which suggests that the defect distribution is constant or that the thicker films are less defective.
Figure 4. Porosimetry data for all the films prepared in layers (a), comparison porosimetry data for M5 and M96h (b).

than thinner ones. For the single layer films, some ratios are increasing, while other are decreasing.

3.3 Porosimetry

Figure 4 (a) illustrates the porosimetry patterns for samples M1-M5. As may be seen from the Figure, sample M1 and M2 show poor results probably due to a non closed film, indicated by the absence of an initial drop in permeance. Both samples M3 and M4 are of high quality; they possess a low amount of defects and a high permeance. M5 shows a poorer result, it is more defective. It has previously been shown [4], that thicker films are more defective than thinner ones. This seems the case also for thick, multilayer films. Figure 4 (b) illustrates the porosimetry patterns of samples M5 and M96h. It may be seen that the results are similar, both membranes are somewhat defective, as indicated for M96h by the single gas experiment. The porosimetry patterns of M3, M4 and M36h are illustrated in Figure 5 (a) for comparison. The samples showed similar results, i.e high permeance and low amount of defects, indicated by the large drop in permeance at the first point. In the region 0<P/P0<0.05, illustrated in Figure 5 (b) a slightly better result is observed for M36h since the drop in permeance is somewhat larger for M36h compared to M3 and M4. It should though be noted that this difference is very small compared to the total permeance through the membrane.
Figure 5. Comparison of porosimetry data for the M3, M4 and M36h (a), comparison of porosimetry data for M3, M4 and M36h in the region 0<P/P_0<0.05 (b)

Table 3
Relative permeance through micropores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M4</th>
<th>M5</th>
<th>M36h</th>
<th>M96h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relative permeance through the micropores can be calculated as 1-(He perm, P/P_0= 0.01)/(He perm, P/P_0=0) and is given in Table 3. For samples M1 and M2 the relative permeance through the micropores is low, 0.3% and 29.6% respectively. In the case of sample M3, M4 and M36h over 99% of the permeance is through the micropores, M36h has the highest value, due to the differences seen in figure 5 (b). The relative permeance through micropores for M96h and M5 is 97.3% and 97.4% respectively.

3.4 Separation experiments

Separation experiments were performed on sample M3 since it was the multistep membrane of highest quality according to porosimetry. The results are given in Table 4 and are compared with previously reported results for a 500 nm film grown in one step [2]. The film prepared in layers showed drastically poorer separation factors for all three mixtures. This could either be due to the larger amount of grain boundaries in the film or just simply by undetected defects in the film. This will be
Table 4
Comparison of separation factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>n-/iso-butane</th>
<th>n-hexane/DMB</th>
<th>p-/o-xylene</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>α T(°C)</td>
<td>α T(°C)</td>
<td>α T(°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>0.7 25</td>
<td>11 390</td>
<td>1.4 390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

investigated in detail in future work.

4 Conclusions

The developed multiseeding method is an excellent procedure for the preparation of membranes with small crystal size; according to SEM all samples had a small crystal size independent of the film thickness. The film thickness was easy to control by increasing the number of layers. A comparison between the membranes prepared in layers and those prepared in one step was carried out. The multiseeded films showed poorer separation factors of binary mixtures compared to those previously reported in the literature, which is believed to be due to either defects not detected by porosimetry or that the crystal size influences the mass transfer properties of the membrane.
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Abstract

Thin MFI membranes with varying morphology have been prepared using high flux alumina supports using an advanced synthesis procedure employing support masking and seeding. Evaluation of membrane quality by physical characterization and permeation measurements revealed a number of factors affecting the membrane performance. In the present work, the effects of film thickness, support type, preferred orientation and calcination rate are discussed. Some quality criteria for zeolite membranes are also debated and the porosimetry technique is discussed.
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1 Introduction

The performance of MFI membranes have been measured and described in a vast number of scientific publications and several review articles have been written [1, 2]. Some factors affecting or even controlling the performance of the membranes have also been addressed and discussed. Two examples of such factors are preferred orientation and film thickness. However, the effects of these factors have not been
shown clearly due to experimental difficulties. The aim of the present paper is to spread some additional light on these factors.

An advanced synthesis procedure for the preparation of high quality zeolite membranes has been developed during several years [3–6]. During this work, a number of additional factors affecting membrane performance have been discovered and some of them are also discussed in the present paper.

2 Experimental

MFI membranes were prepared and tested as described elsewhere [3, 4], with or without support masking, the procedure is described briefly here. The supports were built by a 30 \( \mu \)m thick layer with 100 nm pores on a 3 mm thick layer with 3 \( \mu \)m pores. A thin layer of polymer dissolved in an organic solvent was added on top of the support. After careful evaporation of the solvent, the support was immersed upside down in molten wax under vacuum. The polymer was subsequently dissolved in organic solvent, resulting in a masked support, i.e. the support pores completely filled with wax but with the top surface free from wax. The masked support was then treated with a cationic polymer mixture and then immersed in a sol containing 60 nm silicalite-1 crystals. Following seeding, the substrates were treated in a synthesis mixture for silicalite-1, which was heated in an oil bath at 100°C. The film thickness was controlled by the synthesis time. The membranes were calcined at 500°C and dried at 300°C in a dry He stream prior to testing. Porosimetry data was recorded as described in detail elsewhere [3]. In this characterisation technique [7], the He permeance at room temperature is measured as a function of pressure of a condensable compound, such as a hydrocarbon. n-Hexane and p-xylene was used in the present study. The measurement starts with a dry membrane and the pressure of the hydrocarbon is increased step-wise. The permeance is recorded at steady state. Single gas and multi component permeation experiments measurements were carried out as well, details can be found elsewhere [3].
3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Effect of film thickness on membrane quality

Figure 1 shows n-hexane and p-xylene porosimetry patterns at room temperature for a 500 nm thin silicalite-1 film. The performance of the membrane is high, since the helium permeance at zero n-hexane activity is very high and the permeance drops essentially to zero even at a low activity of n-hexane (note the logarithmic scale). The average helium permeance for this membrane type is very high, \(86 \times 10^{-7} \text{ mol s}^{-1} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ Pa}^{-1}\) (average for 10 membranes) at zero n-hexane activity [3]. High permeance and a minor amount of defects thus signify the high quality of the membrane type. The p-xylene porosimetry data is identical to the n-hexane data, which shows that also the bulkier p-xylene molecule readily can access the MFI pores and block them, resulting in low helium permeance. A mathematical model has been developed in order to compute the defect distribution from porosimetry data [8]. According to these calculations, a membrane with a porosimetry pattern as the 500 nm film in Figure 1 is essentially defect free. The total defect area is only about 0.2 \% of the total membrane area. Figure 1 also shows data for an 1100 nm thick MFI film. Since n-hexane does not block this membrane very well at low activities, the data indicates that this film is defective. According to the model, most of the defects are smaller than 2.7 nm and the area of these defects are 6 \% of the total membrane area. This illustrates that zeolite membrane quality is dependent on film thickness. In the field of thin film science, it is well known that very thin films
Fig. 2. Permeance of p- and o-xylene as a function of temperature. Separation of a mixture (850 Pa p-xylene, 700 Pa o-xylene, and helium balance to 1 bar) over a 500 nm membrane is shown in (a). Single gas permeances (1.5 kPa p-xylene and helium balance to 1 bar) of p-xylene for 500 and 1100 nm films are shown in (b).

may be defect free. However, until now, this has not been observed for zeolite films, probably since it has not been possible to compare very thin films with thicker ones, due to limitations of the employed synthesis procedures. Until now, it has not been possible to prepare thin and continuous films.

3.2 Preferred orientation

Another interesting observation from Figure 1, is that p-xylene almost does not block the thicker membrane at all. At \( \frac{p}{p_0} = 0.01 \), the He flow is about 7 times larger and at \( \frac{p}{p_0} \approx 1 \), the flow is more than 200 times larger than the corresponding flow when using n-hexane as adsorbate. This suggests that the MFI pores of this membrane are not readily accessible to p-xylene vapour at room temperature or that p-xylene of some reason is mobile, allowing helium to permeate through the membrane. In order to determine the cause for this result, single gas and mixture permeation experiments using p- and o-xylene were carried out. Figure 2(a) shows the permeance of para- and ortho-xylene as a function of temperature for the 500 nm film with porosimetry data shown in Figure 1. The feed was a mixture of 850 Pa p-xylene, 700 Pa o-xylene and helium balance to 1 bar. It can be seen that the membrane is not selective at temperatures below 40 °C, but is selective at higher temperatures, with a maximum separation factor of about 19 at 270 °C. It has previously been reported that the selectivity was increasing with temperature and that the highest separation factor
(16) was reached at the maximum temperature of the experiment, i.e. $400^\circ$C [3]. The cause for the shifted maximum is currently investigated, but a hypothesis is that it may be related to the ramping speed of the furnace. When the 1100 nm film, with porosimetry data shown in Figure 1, was tested with the same feed, it was almost not selective at all, the separation factor never exceeded 1.6. This is due to the defects that were detected in the porosimetry experiment. Figure 2(b) shows the single gas p-xylene permeance for a feed with the composition 1.5 kPa p-xylene and helium balance to 1 bar. Surprisingly, the 1100 nm film has much higher p-xylene permeance than the 500 nm film. The para-xylene permeance through defects can be estimated from the porosimetry data. Since the membrane was completely blocked at high activities of n-hexane ($p/p_0 > 0.6$), the helium permeance via defects should equal $3.6 \times 10^{-7} \text{ mol s}^{-1} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ Pa}^{-1}$, i.e. the helium permeance at $p/p_0=0.01$ in the n-hexane porosimetry experiment, see Figure 1. This activity of n-hexane corresponds to a defect size of 1.1 nm according to the Horvath-Kawazoe equation [8] and it is assumed that there are no defects that are smaller than this. Since the defect distribution of the membrane is such that both helium and para-xylene are in the Knudsen regime, the para-xylene permeance via defects can be estimated from the helium permeance, by applying the Knudsen equation. Para-xylene should thus have a five times lower permeance than helium, or about $7 \times 10^{-8} \text{ mol s}^{-1} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ Pa}^{-1}$. Since the measured para-xylene permeance was about ten times higher than this in the whole temperature range, para-xylene should mainly permeate via the zeolite pores in the 1100 nm film and not via defects. However, an alternative explanation is that defects smaller than 1.1 nm are present in the membrane. These defects may not be detected in the porosimetry experiment. The higher para-xylene permeance can explain the deviation between n-hexane and para-xylene porosimetry results for the thick film. It seems as n-hexane blocks the membrane very well, resulting in low helium permeance at high activities. However, para-xylene seems quite mobile, allowing helium to permeate. If para-xylene permeates via defects smaller than about 1.1 nm or via the zeolite pores can not be established at the moment.

The higher para-xylene permeance can be attributed to the stronger preferred orientation of the silicalite-1 crystals in the film. As reported before [4, 9], the crystals in thicker films, especially on masked supports, have a stronger preferred orientation than in thinner films. Most of the crystals in thicker films are oriented with their a-axis perpendicular to the support surface.
Fig. 3. Permporosimetry data for membranes calcined with varying heating and cooling rates. The small observed differences are probably within experimental limits in membrane preparation.

3.3 Calcination rate

Many studies have been devoted to the calcination procedure and the related crack formation processes in zeolite membranes. These studies have been focused on finding a crack formation mechanism. However, a report treating the calcination rate of zeolite membranes, i.e., the heating and cooling rate, cannot be found in the open literature. The research community has assumed that a low rate should be used. However, a low heating and cooling rate of for instance \(0.2^\circ\text{C/min}\) to the calcination temperature \(500^\circ\text{C}\) and a holding time of 5 h, inflict a total time of 3.5 days for the calcination procedure. Obviously, of practical reasons, it would be advantageous with a quicker calcination procedure, if the membrane quality is not affected.

Figure 3 shows n-hexane porosimetry data for 500 nm silicalite-1 films on graded aluminia supports, calcined with heating and cooling rates of 0.2, 1.0 and 2.0\(^{\circ}\text{C/min}\). The data shows that all membranes are of very good quality. As has been shown previously [3], 500 nm silicalite-1 membranes prepared according to our method and calcined with \(0.2^{\circ}\text{C/min}\) have high flux and good separation factors for mixtures of butane, hexane and xylene isomers. The helium permeance at \(p/p_0=0\) is high, about \(90 \times 10^{-7} \text{ mol s}^{-1} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ Pa}^{-1}\) for all membranes, characteristic for thin silicalite-1 films on graded alumina supports [3]. When n-hexane is present, the permeance drops dramatically already at very low activity, but levels out at higher activity, typical for high quality membranes [3]. The very small differences observed in the data in Figure 3 (please note the log-scale) are insignificant. Also single gas data,
shown in Table 1, indicates that the membranes are very similar, despite the varying calcination rates. These experiments thus show that the membrane quality is independent of the calcination rate. It thus seems, as it is possible to calcine these membranes very quickly. It should be noted that special arrangements are necessary for high calcination rates, especially to realise fast cooling of the furnace. This is interesting and experiments using even more extreme calcination rates will be carried out, which may improve the understanding for crack formation in zeolite membranes. However, already a calcination rate of 2.0°C min⁻¹ is advantageous. The total time for calcination at 500°C, with a holding time of 5 h, is only 13 h and an “over night” protocol can be employed. However, the present study has only explored the effects of calcination rate on membrane quality for extremely thin zeolite films (500 nm), it is possible that thicker films perform differently.

3.4 Film thickness and support properties

A mathematical model for single gas permeation in zeolite membranes has been developed [8]. The model is not only accounting for the zeolite film, but also for a defect distribution in the film and the effect of the support is included. There are only two adjustable model parameters; these are the diffusion coefficient and the adsorption coefficient, both for the zeolite. The support properties and the defect distribution of the film are measured in separate measurements. Since the model is accounting for defects in the zeolite film, the obtained diffusion coefficient for the zeolite should be the intrinsic diffusion coefficient, i.e. for zeolite without defects. The parameters were fitted to experimental results from one 500 nm silicalite-1 film on a graded alumina support. The film had a porosimetry curve similar to the ones shown in Figure 3. The membrane was thus virtually defect free. Next, the ratio of the N₂ and SF₆ single gas permeance was calculated as a function of film thickness, for two support types, see Figure 4. Curve A shows the result for a graded support, of the same type used for the membranes in the present work, i.e. a 30 μm thick layer with 100 nm pores supported by a 3 mm thick layer with 3 μm pores. Curve B shows
Fig. 4. Single gas permeance ratio $N_2/SF_6$ for composite membranes as a function of silicalite-1 film thickness. The curves A and B represent two different support types. A is a graded alumina support, with only a thin (30 $\mu$m) layer of 100 nm pores, the total thickness is 3 mm. B is a non graded support, with 200 nm pores throughout the entire thickness of 3 mm [8].

the result for a non-graded support, with a pore size of 200 nm and a thickness of 3 mm. For reference, dashed lines in the diagram indicate Knudsen and silicalite-1 selectivity. Figure 4 illustrates several interesting phenomena. First of all, for very thin films, the permeance ratio is strongly affected by the support. Membrane B has a ratio below Knudsen selectivity for film thickness $<2\mu$m, due to effects of viscous flow on the mass transfer. Membrane A has a higher ratio, due to less mass transfer resistance from the support. However, these simulations show, that for the membranes discussed above, with a film thickness of 500 nm and 1100 nm on support A, the permeance ratio is reduced significantly by the support. Although this support is better than most available alumina supports, it reduces the single gas ratio $N_2/SF_6$ for silicalite-1 films that are thinner than 100 $\mu$m. For substrate B, the situation is even more severe, it is necessary with silicalite-1 films thicker than 1 mm to measure the permeance ratio of the film only. Similar results are obtained if other single gas permeance ratios, such as $H_2/He$ and $N_2/He$ are plotted for varying support types and film thickness [8]. The simulations also show that if the defects are removed, the single gas ratios hardly change. The curves in Figure 4 are thus only a result of the properties of zeolite and support.
3.5 Quality criteria

In the scientific literature, the quality of MFI membranes is often expressed in terms of ratios of permeances from single gas experiments. For 500 nm films, light inorganic molecules such as helium, nitrogen and hydrogen have permeances in the order of $1000 \times 10^{-7}$ mol s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$ Pa$^{-1}$, see Table 1. Bulkier molecules, such as para-xylene and SF$_6$, have an approximately 10 times lower permeance, see Table 1 and Figure 2. Mass transport effects of the support are of course reduced for molecules that are permeating more slowly through the zeolite. In other words, the single gas permeance ratio of for instance para-xylene and ortho-xylene would be less affected by the support. However, as was shown above, the para-xylene permeance seems dependent on the orientation of the zeolite crystals in the film.

The discussion above has shown that single gas ratios are not at all suitable quality criteria for zeolite membranes and cannot be used as a yardstick to compare membranes prepared on varying supports and with varying film thickness. The ratios are not only dependent of the quality of the zeolite film itself, but also on support type, film thickness and even preferred orientation of the crystals in the film. Furthermore, the test conditions, such as pressure, affect the ratio [8].

3.6 Porosimetry as a tool to predict membrane quality

Porosimetry measurements are much more reliable for quality control. For instance, porosimetry data can predict separation factors for mixtures, at least semi quantitative [4]. The mathematical model will be broadened in order to predict mixture separation factors quantitative from porosimetry data. Furthermore, the crack width, as measured in SEM top-view images, is reflected by the porosimetry data [4].

Table 2 shows data for membranes of five types, denoted T1 to T5. Types 1 to 3 are prepared without masking, and the duration of the hydrothermal treatment is 17, 30 and 72 h, respectively. Types 4 and 5 are prepared by applying masking, and the duration of the hydrothermal treatment is 30 and 72 h respectively. Due to the variations in the preparation procedure, the film thickness varies. Furthermore, upon hydrothermal treatment, the seed crystals grow both away from the support, but also towards the interior of the support when the support is not masked. The latter phenomenon was denoted as ”support invasion” [4]. When the support is properly
Table 2
Crack width, n-hexane porosimetry data, single gas ratio and separation factor for five membrane types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane type</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masked support</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of hydrothermal treatment/h</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total film thickness/nm</td>
<td>300-400</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack width/nm</td>
<td>&lt; 5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>&lt; 5</td>
<td>10-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support cracks</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative He permeance via defects</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease in permeance between ( p/p_0 = 0.025 ) and ( 1 / (1 \times 10^{-7} \text{mol s}^{-1} \text{m}^{-2} \text{Pa}^{-1}) )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He permeance via large defects at ( p/p_0 \approx 1 / (1 \times 10^{-7} \text{mol s}^{-1} \text{m}^{-2} \text{Pa}^{-1}) )</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a n-hexane/2,2-dimethyl-butane (mixture)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{N}_2 / \text{SF}_6 ) (single gas)</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

masked, the zeolite growth occurs predominantly away from the support, since the masking protects the interior of the support [4]. This explains why the film in T4 is much thinner than T2, although the hydrothermal treatment duration was the same. The same is valid for T5 and T3. Thorough SEM investigations on calcined membranes revealed that the crack width, as observed in top view images, varies for varying membrane types, see Table 2. The crack width increases with film thickness and is reduced by masking. Furthermore, membrane of type T3 has support cracks, i.e. cracks that extend throughout the whole cross section of the support and into the support. The other membranes types have no support cracks, the cracks do not propagate into the support, but stops at the zeolite/support interface.

n-Hexane porosimetry data is also given in Table 2. In the porosimetry experiment, the permeance of helium in a dry membrane is first measured. This flow of helium permeates via zeolite pores and defects. When n-hexane is introduced in the helium stream \((p/p_0 = 0.025 \text{ in this case})\), the zeolite pores and probably some very small defects are closed. According to the Kelvin equation, which can be used for an estimate, a relative pressure of n-hexane = 0.025, corresponds to 1.1 nm. If these very small defects are neglected, the relative helium permeance via defects can be
calculated in the following way:

Relative helium permeance via defects = (helium permeance at $p/p_0 = 0.025$) / (helium permeance at $p/p_0 = 0$)

It can be seen from Table 2 that the relative helium permeance via defects from the porosimetry experiment agrees roughly with the observed crack width. Furthermore, the membrane type with support cracks has the highest relative helium permeance via defects. A $p/p_0 = 0.85$ corresponds to 24 nm according to the Kelvin equation. If a big permeance drop is observed in the relative pressure range between 0.025 and 1, it should thus be possible to find a lot of cracks by SEM. This was indeed observed. It was easy to locate cracks in membranes of type T2, T3 and T5 while it was very difficult or perhaps impossible for types T1 and T4 [4]. The Table also shows that if a large helium permeance remains at $p/p_0 \approx 1$, support cracks may be the cause. Also, if the film is too thin and not yet a closed layer, a large helium permeance remains at $p/p_0 \approx 1$. Furthermore, the separation factors for a mixture of $C_6$ isomers, i.e. n-hexane/2,2-dimethyl-butane are roughly in agreement with the relative He permeance via defects from porosimetry data.

4 Conclusions

A number of parameters affect membrane quality and separation performance of MFI membranes. The present paper has given examples of how factors such as preferred orientation of the zeolite crystals, calcination rate, film thickness and support properties affect the performance of MFI membranes. It has also been shown that commonly reported quality criteria in the form of single gas ratios are among other parameters influenced by preferred orientation and film thickness. In contrast, n-hexane helium porosimetry seems as a very reliable tool for the characterisation of MFI membrane quality.
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